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Memphians Mourn Sam Cooke;
Singer Was Well-Known In Area
Memphians were stunned last tor of East Trigg Baptist
Friday when news of Sam church, "How Far Am 1 From
Cooke, the popular singer, was Canaan?"
received a few hours after he The singer narrowly escaped
was killed in a motel in Los death back in 1959 when a car
Angeles.
in which he was being driven
Cooke had made numerous to an engagement in Mississipappearances in Memphis as a pi crashed on a highway, killmember of the Soul Stirrers, and ing the chauffeur and injuring
had skyrocketed to gospel song the singer.
fame with a composition by He was first hospitalized at
Dr. W. Herbert Brewster, pas- Crittenden County hospital and
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then was transferred into Memphis C r u in p hospital, where
he remained for sometime.
FUNERAL THURSDAY
Funeral services for Cooke
are to be held in Chicago on
Thursday of this week and some
of his local friends are making
plans to be present.
'rhe 32-year-old Cooke was
shot to death by Mrs. Bertha
Lee Franklin, Negro owner of
the motel, after he stormed into
her office and demanded to
know where a young woman
who had registered with him a
few minutes earlier was hiding.
Since the girl had carried the
HIGHLIGHT OF CONVOCATION — The
held here in Memphis, and Mrs. Bailey is
star's clothing with her, he apconsecration of Mrs. Annie L. Bailey as
seen third from left. From left are Bishops
parently believed that the motel •
head of the Women's Department of the
A. B. McEwen, J. S. Bailey, Senior Bishop
owner was shielding the girl„
Church of God in Christ was one of the high0. T. Jones and Mrs. Jones. (Withers Photo)
whom he thought had robbed
lights of the recent 57th annual Convocation
him of an undisclosed sum.
A report of $3,263.08 last week Mrs. L. Weathers, $40 reported When Mrs. Franklin said she
pushed the United Negro Col- by T. R. McLemore and small- did not know where the woman,
lege Fund campaign total to er contributions turned in by Lisa Boyer, was hiding, Cooke
Dr. W. W. Gibson, Miss Geral- began beating her. she told po59,609.58, it was announced by dine Lynom, Miss Melvin L. lice and continued doing so unthe general chairman of the
it she took a revolver from a
desk and fired three times.
drive, George D. Clark Jr.,
CLUBBED HIM
principal of A. B. Hill ElemenAfter shooting Cooke, Mrs.
tary School.
Franklin took a piece of wood
The big boost came from the
and clubbed him until he fell
A delegation of 10,000 has re- Dr, Arenia C. Mallory, was in Business affairs of the church City School Teachers' Division
to the floor. When police arrivturned to their homes after at- charge of the Educational pro- are carried on by an executive which is headed by Miss Harry
ed he was said to have been
tending the 57th annual Holy gram. Students from Saints board whose members are Mae Simons, principal of Magrobed only in a topcoat.
Convocation of the Church of Junior College at Lexington, Bishops A. B. McEwen, chair- nolia Elementary School.
Cooke's frequent appearances
God in Christ at it headquarters Miss., were present and made man, Memphis; J. S. Bailey, Teachers from 34 of the 42
in Memphis had led some to beAs a result of information other men in the Mademoiselle
Negro
schools
contributed
$2,here at 938 Mason St. from speeches on "What Saints' vice chairman, Detroit; 0. M.
lieve that he was a native of the furnished police by interested cafe.
Junior College has Done For Kelly, New York; J. 0. Patter- 491.65 last week. They had reNov. 25 through Dec. 10.
Bluff City, but he was from citizens, the accused murderer It was discovered that Marson, Memphis; S. M. Crouch, ported $188 at a previous meetThis y e a r's international Me."
Chicago and the son of a min- of 59-year-old Amos Lee Martin tin and Harris were seen toHIGHLIGHT
California; W. G. Shipman, ing, making their total $2,679.65.
meeting
attracted
ister.
members
of 355 Edith, has been arrested gether and that the two had
The
other
eight
schools
are
exfrom England, Japan, Canada, Considered the most outstand- Michigan; Wyoming Wells,
He is survived by a wife and and charged also with robbery. later visited the apartment of
report
this
week.
pected
to
two children. He lived in the Held for the vicious beating a girl friend of Harris.
Jamaica, India, Puerto Rico ing event of the meeting was North Carolina. And L. H. Ford,
Other gifts reported last week
exclusive Los Feliz area. A son, which resulted in the victim's After the two men separated,
and all sections of the United the consecration on Women's Illinois; B. S. Lyle, Mississippi;
Friendship
included
$15
from
Day of Mrs. Annie L. Bailey of C. E. Bennett, Indiana; H
Vincent, drowned in the family death is Herman Ilarris, 29, of officers learned that Mr. MarStates.
Church
on
Vollentine,
Baptist
.Hamilton,
California; Washingswimming pool last summer.
959 S. Fourth St.
T h e convocation officially Detroit as national supervisor
tin then returned to the womLeMoyne
Alumni
from
the
$50
New
ton,
York;
C.
Brewer,
The murder occurred on an's apartment and was suropened with three days of fast- of the Women's Department of
Eunice
Club,
turned
in
by
Miss
Connecticut
and
J.
White,
LouThursday, Dec. 3, after Mr. prised by the younger man,
ing and prayer conducted by the church. Mother Bailey sucCarruthers, $62 solicited by
isiana.
Martin ran up on the porch of who then chased him and
Senior Bishop 0. T. Jones, who ceeds the late Dr. Lillian
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Val- bludegeoned him to death.
was assisted by Bishops A. B. Brooks Coffey to the office. Mrs.
tee Watson of 1223 Sardis and Following the beating, Harris
Excellent Driver
alcEwen, chairman of the ex- Coffey died In June,
MISS II. M. SIMONS
begged to be admitted and said proceeded to rob his victim of
IPutive board and J. 0. Patter- Church officials were pleased LONG BEACH, Calif — (UPI)
Jones
and
the
Rev. John C.
"I am tired of running."
sixty-five dollars in bills.
son, general secretary. Also this year to find sufficient hotel —Police were looking for a moMickle.
Miss Cee Esther Watson, 14- "The solution of this murder
leading out was Mrs. Annie L. accommodations for delegates torist who wasn't fazed a bit
President
Hollis
F.
Price
of
daughter
of
the
couple,
year-old
is an example of civic pride,"
Bailey of Detroit, national sup- in downtown hotels and motels. over the weekend when his 1957
LeMoyne, reported an additionwent to the door, but refused to Inspector E. C. Swann said,
ervisor of the Women's Depart- One hotel's attitude was report- Chevrolet overturned twice on
al
$561
which
the
of
her
college
had
open
it
on
the
direction
ed to be so pleasant that delis"and was made possible by
ment.
the Long Beach freeway.
received for UNCF over a A number of Memphians will parents.
people reporting what they had
On "Official Day," Bishop gates thronged to its dining Witnesses told police the auto
period of months.
CAUGHT
ON
PORCH
seen to officers investigating
rooms.
Jones spoke on the subject of
flipped
end-over-end
twice, The Memphis branch of the Report meetings are held Mon- participate in a benefit pro- While the man was on t h e
the
case."
The
relations
public
depart- landing on its wheels. The
"The Christian Faith Only in
ap- NAACP will hold its biennial day nights at 7:30 in the faculty gram on Sunday, Dec. 20, at porch, a second man ran up The case
was solved in about
ment of the church asked city
Christ."
officials to consider a proposal parently unperturbed driver election of officers from 12 lounge of Brownlee Hall on the 4 P.M. in Humboldt for funds and began beating him over seven days from the time the
SPECIAL NIGHTS
to name a street in memory of just drove off minus his wind- noon to 6 P.M. Saturday, Dec. LeMoyne campus.
to aid the Lyons family of Mur- the head with a plank, chased beating was reported.
Bishop Lewis H. Ford, direc- the late Mrs.
Closing out date is scheduled
him back out in the street and
Coffey.
shield and window glass.
ry City, Tenn., who had their continued bludgeoning him unNAACP's
offices
at
19,
at
the
tor of public relations of Chicafor Dec. 16.
of
set
with
a
doubled
family
go, presented a civic program
234 Ilernando St.
til the victim fell at the edge
on "Public Relations Night,"
quadruplets.
of a nearby embankment. The
All members are urged to
in
held
be
is
to
program
and featured the 200-voice choir
The
assailant then rolled him over
participate in the local election
of Illinois, the COGIC club of
the Stigall High school gymna- the side.
for officers and also for nationby The Watsons called police, but
Southern University, Dr. Claude
al board members.
The Memphis branch of the sium and will include music
Young, director of Bailey GenThe branch's annual meeting NAACP will give a "Thank You talented men from all sections by that time the second man
had vanished. Mr. Martin was
of West Tennessee.
eral hospital, and Squire H. T. NEW YORK — (UPI) —Rep. "I have a sneaking suspicion will be held at the Mt. Olive
Lockard of the Shelby County Emanuel Celler, D-N.Y., said he (Cox) played some part in CME Cathedral on Sunday, Dec. Miss Social Belle" party for During the program, mem- pronounced dead on arrival at
Quarterly Court. The program he suspecten federal Judge Har- that decision," said Celler, 20, at 4 P.M. Elder Blair T. contestants and representatives bers of the Ruritan club will be John Gaston hospital.
Was climaxed with a sermon by old Cox had played an influ- chairman of the house and judi- Hunt, pastor of Mississippi of sponsoring organizations on cited for the efforts in getting Homicide officers began can- NASHVILLE — Robert E. Lilfunds to build a house for the vassing the area and located lard, a past president of the NapfOop McEwen.
ential role in the freeing of sus- ciary committee, in a local tele- Blvd. Christian church, will be Tuesday, Dec. 22, from 7 to 9
family. Wayne Parlow and Les- persons who had seen the vic- tional Bar Association, has been
ome and Foreign Mission pects netted by the FBI in the vision interview (Searchlight— the guest speaker.
P.M.
ter Bates will be given t h e tim on the day that he was named a member of the Tenfollowed with Bishop S. M. slaying of three young ,
"vil WNBC). "I would say that Music will be rendered by the
murdered drinking with some nessee State Board of Pardons,
radio choir of the Vollentine The affair will be held at the awards.
Crouch of California presiding. rights workers in Mississippi. Judge Cox bears watching.
Rawls
Paroles and Probations.
Other special services includ- The men were freed by U.S. shall keep a penetrating watch Baptist church pastored by Rev. home of Mr. and Mrs. Whittier A. P. Nunn and C. A.
Mr. Lillard is the second NeA. Sengstacke Sr., of 1634 S. are publicity chairmen of the
W. M. Fields, Jr.
ed the Youth Department, Dr. Commissioner Esther Carter on his conduct."
Mathis is
gro to serve on the Board and
0. T. Jones, Jr., president; the after a preliminary hearing in Miss Carter made her deci- All members and friends are Parkway east. Consolation priz- affair. Rev. J. Il.
was appointed by Gov. Frank
chairman.
es will be presented.
Sunday School department, Bis- Meridian, Miss. Her decision sion to drop charges against asked to be present.
G. Clement to succeed J. Wil)op L. C. Patrick, President, was sharply scored by the Jus- the men after she ruled inadlard Bowden, the first Negro to
and the Evangelist Board, Bis- tice Department as being with- missible as evidence an FBI
serve. Ile resigned recently.
hop L. C. Page in charge.
out any legal precedent.
agent's account of a confession
A practicing attorney, Mr.
attributed to one of the 21 susLillard is a veteran member of
pects. She called it "hearsay."
the Metropolitan N a shville
The Justice department meanCouncil, governing body of the
An unidentified man found sit- city, and is president of the Tenwhile, has called for the quick
ting on a bench at the corner of nessee Federation of Democraconvening of a grand jury to
Poplar and Ayres on Dee. 9 re- tic Leagues, Inc.
hear the charges against the
mained in John Gaston hospital An alternate delegate to the
21. The request was made to
early this week as members of 1964 Democratic National ConCox, who sits in Mississippi's
southern federal court district.
the Memphis Police department vention, Mr. Lillard was active
Cox is an outspoken critic of
tried to locate his relatives,
on a statewide basis in both naFrank Kilpatrick was reelec- ords showed that the Binghamp- the Justice department in its
No one has called to report a tional campaigns for the late
his
answers
who
ted president of the Bluff City ton group's dues had not been work in Mississippi. Last Octomissing
man
John F. Kennedy and President
paid since last February.
ber he threatened to jail actdescription.
and Shelby County Council of
Lyndon B. Johnson,
GOT BACK MONEY
ing U.S. Atty. Gen. Nicholas
mysterthat
the
Doctors
say
Civic clubs at spirited meeting After the Evers' group were
De B. Katzenbach for refusing
ious man recently suffered a
held last Sunday afternoon at denied voting privileges, he to order perjury indictments
stroke s id is presently unable
'the Sarah Brown branch of the withdrew the money he had signed against two Mississippi
to either write or talk. He had
paid and left the building.
YWCA.
Negroes.
no identifications on him when
With 116 delegates from paid. Others elected to offices were The 21 suspects were named
found.
Matthew
Davis,
first
vice
presorganizations participating,
in connection with the murder
Police were called by busiopposed by Tommy last-summer of Andrew Goodr. Kilpatrick won out over ident,
ness person in the area who saw
Evans;
Samuel
Bradley,
second
Roscoe McWilliams by a 80 to
man, Michael Schwerner and
the man seated on the bench
vice president, over James Bal- James Chaney. Last seen alive
36 margin.
where he had been seen the
The meeting got off to a lard and Jesse James, serg- near Philadelphia, Miss., June
night before when they locked
stormy start when 0. Z. Evers, eant-at-arms; who was opposed 21, their bodies finally were
up' their establishments.
president of the Binghampton by George Washington.
discovered in a grave there
The man appears to be beCivic League, and some of his Reelected without opposition June 21.
tween 55 and 60 years of age
delegates came in and paid up were Mrs. Ruby Speight, secre- Miss Carter was named a U.
and has one wooden leg from
nine dolla,-: dues and tried to tary; Mrs. Arlene Patton, as- S. Commissioner by chief Fedthe knee down.
sistant secretary; Mrs. Lydia
jarticipate in the balloting.
When taken to the hospital,
lock, Miss Rose Turner, director of nursing
eral judge Sidney C. Mize of
GIFT FROM VANGUARDS The LaBonBut the by-laws of the Coun- Robinson, treasurer; Mrs. Anad- the man was wearing a khaki
assistant
McGrath,
Bill
services,
and
was
the
recipient
hospital
Children's
Mississippi
disheur
southern
the
cil stipulate that in order to vote nie Coleman, financial secreministrator, Standing In rear, from left, are shirt, work pants and an old
financial gift from the Vanin the annual election an or- tary; Charlie Walton, chaplain trict, not Cox, Celler was re- this year of a
the
accepting
Kelly, Robert Taylor, president, and mackinaw jacket.
and
Walter
club,
Carrier
Letter
guard
Gladney,
parliaganization must be in good fi- and Alexander
minded. "I know very well .. .
Officers have contacted law
Sidney Wallace, members of the club who
gift on behalf of the hospital is little Shari
nancial standing at least 90 days mentarian.
stand on the state- Lynn Evans, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walbut
I
will
ceremony. (MLR enforcement units in the area
the
brief
present
for
were
repreclubs
were
Some
28
prior to the date on which it is
Photo)
but have not been able to dissented in the voting at last ment I made. I will not elabo- ter Evans of 4859 Ortie drive. Looking on in
held.
R. E. LILIAN!)
Mary Bul
cover relatives of the man.
Mrs.
left,
are
from
foreground,
on
it."
meeting.
rate
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decisions.
In the motel case, he declar.
ed: "The voluminous testimony
pr e seat s overwhelming evStarts Fri. Dec. 18
idence that discrimination by
5 Big Days 5
hotels and motels impedes interstate travel." •
In the restautant case, Clark
asserted: "The power of Congress in this field is broad and
sweeping."
the commerce clause of t Is e He said the decision of Con
By CHARL0fITE G. MOULTON
gress to apply the law to resWASHINGTON, (UPI) — The Supreme Court constitution.
The decisions dealt specifi- taurants — even those which
stamped sweeping and unanimous approval on the
have essentially local patronage
public accommodations section of the new civil rights cally with an Atlanta motel and — was '"plainly appropriate in
Ala., restauBirmingham,
a
law barring racial discrimination by motels, hotels rant..But the language used in the resolution of what the Conand restaurants.
the opinions was so broad in gress found to be a national
It followed up this landmark
scope that they indicated t h e commercial problem of the first
decision with a 5-4 ruling that In two initial test cases, the same finding would be made in magnitude. We find it in no vithe act quashes retroactively court declared the public ac- cases involving other public ac- olation of any express limitafor trying to desegregate res. commodations proviso of the commodations such as theaters, tions of the constitution and we
taurants, lunch counters and Civil Rights Act constitutional auditoriums and sports arenas. therefore declare it valid."
other places of business cover- It said Congress had a full Justice Tom C. Clark deliver- Other sections of the law
ed by the law.
right to pass such a law under ed the main opinion in all three passed by Congress earlier this
year were not at issue. The
court gave top priority to the
two test cases in order to speed
a constitutional decision on the
controversial public accommo- 'PURLIE VICTORIOUS' STARS —Grace
by the Free Southern Theater. The touring
dations question.
Brooks as Lutiebelle and_ _John O'Neal as
integrated cast also will present "Waiting
A Justice Department spokes- Purlie will star in the comedy,"Purlie Vicfor Godot," a serious drama, in Bruce Hall
man expressed hope the court's torious," which will be presented FREE to
this Sunday night, Dec. 20. Curtain time for
decisions would encourage vol- the public in Bruce Hall on the LeMoyne
both plays is 8 o'clock.
untary compliance with the College campus this Saturday night, Dec. 19, .
law. He noted that about 650
complaints of discrimination at valid, and ordered the motel to
10Wil
such establishments have been accept Negro customers. While
99150111
received, but that the -depart- the case was being carried to
ment would pursue a policy of the Supreme Court, the motel
wooing cooperation without re- complied.
11111111a611•1 POI or III list OMIna
course to the courts.
In the restaurant case, a aim
—Plus—
Under the law, there are no liar three-judge panel In Birmpenalties for discrimination but ingham had declared he law
Pc.
the government Cs empowered was not applicable to 011ie's
eernOlie
to go to court for an order to barbecue, which made no effort Carver and Melrose are the quest over Lester is the first
time that an outside team has
end such practices.
to attract transient customers. only unbeaten teams left in the
Roy Wilkins, executive direc- The Supreme Court reversed Prep League after two weeks of gone over 100 points against a
Prep League member.
tor of the NAACP, said the rul- that finding mainly because a
CIKMAICOPI C01.1,0.0"1.
ings "should promptly end dis- high percentage of the food it play. The Cobras ran their rec- Last week Mitchell defeated
ord
to
3-0
with
an
easy
50-34
a• smug. tau ...at wen.
Barrett's 86-72 with Robertson
IRCIOON
crimination in public accommo- served travelled through interwin
over
Lester
in
the
Lions'
pouring in 27 points. Herbert
dations everywhere in our coun- state commerce.
den.
Melrose
had
a
big
scare
Starts
Wed.
Dec.
23
Hillard's 26 tallies led Woodtry."
The sit-in ruling under the
3 Big Days 3
However, Moreton Rolleston Civil Rights Act came as a before downing stubborn Ham- stock to a 79-76 win over Mt.
Shirley MacLaine in #
,Ir., owner of the Heart of At- slight surprise. The 5-4 ,decision ilton 61-60. Douglass got off to Pisgah. In a battle of the also
lanta Hotel who brought the by Clark reversed the convic- a whistling start against Wash- rans Capleville outlasted Geeter WHAT A WAY TO G
test case, said the decisiou tions of Negro students in Rock ington and held on to down the 55-40 despite the rebounding of
Audie Murphy in
"makes possible a socialistic Hill, S. C., and Little Rock, Warriors 63-58. Carver added Melvin States of Geeter.
APACHE RIFLES
state and eventual dictator- Ark., who were arrested for another win to its record later
n the week when Manassas was
ship."
four trounced 75-44.
demonstrations in 1960
A three-judge federal court in
years
before
passage
of
the
The Tigers have been playing
Atlanta had ruled that the pubon the road because of the enlic,accommodations statute was law.
larging of the gym area at Manassas. Hamilton scored only
nine points in the second half
after leading Washington 29-26
at the intermission allowing the
Warriors to rally for a 55-38
victory.
Melrose and Lester found
Nashville basketball a bit fast
for them as the two Prep League teams dropped a pair of
games each to Cameron and
Pearl in the Capital City last
weekend. Pearl, state defending
champs, mauled both Lester and
Melrose by convincing scores.
Melrose dropped a two point decision to Cameron and that proved to be the biggest threat made
by the Memphis teams. The 105
points scored by Pearl in a con.
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CAN YOU USE
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MORE CASH?
Customers.
CITY FINANCE Is the Wish
STERICK BUILDING
of Each
100)to.4411m*
Sale Made
Phone Your Information on Credit,
Ahead of Time, And Pickup Your Wig
on Arrival.
GROUND FLOOR
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(except the people who drink it)
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Handsome valet stand, crafted in
$
Ike cab;net.cods finished in maple
or mahogany. Keeps clothes neat and
Irish looking. Make him King for
every day with this spec;a1 value buy.
NO MONEY DOWN
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when Old Taylor Bourbon was born. Its taste
is still old fashioned. Smooth. Rich.Timeless.Yet the people
who drink Old Taylor 86 aren't old fashioned at all. They're
young, smart, discriminating. And tasteful. Have a sip of
1887. That's

Taylor86 and you'll join them.
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whr,hey. 86 Proof The Old Taylor Ditlillery Co Franklorl & Louisville,Ky:441
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STRATORESTER RECLINER

This is fashion news, just as trim,
as final), proportioned as your
nicest lounge chair, lean back and
you'll be all set for TV or reading
... or stretch way out in weightless head-to-to. !waxy. Covered
in amazing Vinton, . . washable
vinyl fabric.

year
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This Coupon Is Good For '5" Off ,
On Any Wig Purchased During
1 Holiday Season
—

NO MONEY DOWN
MONTHS TO PAY

$6995
No Money Down
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lbert Humphrey, Secretary of the nett Congress "our thrust At the White House, Mr. ConState Dean Rusk, and Kermit must change — and will change. yers reviewed his day in school
Gordon, director of the budget. We must begin to think about and described it as "meaning
President Johnson urged the the future, the year 2000. . . ful."
freshman legislators — Sen. of a larger, more challenging He remained here until FriRobert F. Kennedy among them America. . ."
day aft?rnoon; during which
—to be "prudent and practi- He reminded the fresnman of time the tachelor legislator incal" and encouraged them to the Will Rogers observation: we terviewed staff for his Washhave "courage, ads enture con- are a funny people. We elect ington office, which is on the
WASHINGTON — Congressman-elect John Con-1 The final session came at the fidence, and a
willingness to our Presidents, . . . and then, same floor with Rep. Adam C.
yers, Jr. (D-Mich) and the 6th Negro legislator in White House with "tips" coming explore new domains."
go home and start darin"m Powell; and securing an apartthe U.S. House of Representatives, came here at the from Vice-President-elect Hu- He reminded them that in,to make good."
ment near his capitol hill office.

6th Negro Solon Conyers,Among

request of the Democratic National Committee to be
"schooled".
The final "lesson" was at thel
White House, and the "head-i
Democratic Congressman briefmaster" was President Lyndon
ed on the "do's and don'ts" of
B.
Johnson.
Atar22:=MI;a
Conyers was among So new Capitol Hill. It was a precedent
setting day as this was the
By ROSEMARIE TYLER BROOKS
for Christmas . . . Wally Terfirst time such a -school" has
ry, now a reporter for TimeWashington Correspondent
Life in D. C., is still slated to been organised for freshman
11111011111110111111110,111111110110011111111011111101011011111111111iliiii0111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111111 replace Andy Hatcher at the Congressmen.
The National Urban League•Banks, United Planning Organi- White House, but will not be
appointed immediately.
stole the political and social zation, and Edward C.
Sylveshonors last week in Washing- ter, Jr., Labor Department, AT THE WHITE HOUSE;
best guess is that Mrs. LBJ
ton when Whitney Young, Jr., among others.
will wear either white, yellow
and Cernoria Johnson, director
A very prestigious affair and or red for the
Inaugural Ball
of the Washington Bureau stagMr.
Young
was
his
usual
erudall three being the President's
ed a Community Action Assembself.
ite
favorite coors .
. President
ly for approximately 300 NaCLEVELAND: the architec- Johnson unable to attend a celetional Negro leaders.
tural firm of Madison and bration at the Nineteenth
It was a coup in many ways:
Madison has been named by the Street Baptist churchlocated
the first time a Negro group
U.S. State Department to build two blocks west of the White
had ever staged a conference
the new American embassy in House — one of the District's
on economics (the whole thrust
Thailand. This is a "first" for historic churches; The Presiwas the poverty program); and
a brother architect firm by the dent was in Texas at the time,
it was a showcase for Whitney
American government.
but he sent a telegram expressYoung, who earnestly wants to
OSES
their decorator's
Congressman ing his regret, but wishing the AA. themeget
be the first Negro to have a DETROIT
from evergreens,
cabinet post, which he would elect John Conyers, Jr., the members "continued success." vigil lights and holiday ornaif he gets the Health Education newest Democratic solon, and Other parts of the telegram ments. This low arrangement
Number six on the bill in town showed the Presioent to be very can be an exciting conversation
Welfare post.
on Capitol Hill business: attend- much aware of the role the piece for your buffet, ease er
The League is the first naing school set by Democratic church has played since the dinner table.
tionally recognized organization
time of the Civil War to the
among the BIG SIX to tackle National Committee; selecting present
day.
the President's pet domestic an apartment near Capitol Hill,
and interviewing for his Wash.
project.
ington staff, the latter task beThe three-day assembly at- ing coordinated by Mrs. Ruth
tracted top speaking talent —R. Daily Brooks, on loan from
Sargeant Shiver, the Poverty Senator Phillip A. Hart.
VODKA
Chief; Robert Weaver, HHFA two Commerce Department aptARK CY(.1
director; Secretary of HEW Anthony J. Celebrezze and Francis MAJOR MEMOS: look for
al&
Keppel, Commissioner of Ed- pointments after the inauguration . . . Fred Morrow, a top
ucation.
,0141
Republi.ans for LBJ: he will
The highlight of the reception be a guest at the Inaugural fesfor the delegates was the ap- tivities; also slated for an inpearance of the President, still vite is Mayme Reece, new
scheduled at this writing.
prexy of NAWC and a Delta .
Some of the "big guns" Dr. Charles Ireland, a D. C.
among the Negro leaders were physician on business for NMA
Dr. Haley Bell, Rev. A. A. in Scandinavia heard Dr. MLK
Banks, Mrs, Geraldine Bledsoe lecture: our State Department
and Dr. Karl Gregory from De- arrangeo for the MIA official
troit.
to hear Dr. King . . . the RobFrom Virginia: Thomas ert Flemings (she is Maxienne
Young, publisher Norfolk Journ- Dargans, chief clerk for the Edal and Guide; Dr. Martha E. ucation and Labor Committee)
Dunston of Hampton, Booker plan a South Ameriean cruise
T. Bradshaw; ana Dr. George
W. C. Brown.
From Chicago: Earl B. Dickerson, Theodore Jones, Russell
Solve Your Problems '
Lasley and others.
With a Small, Low Cost
A close analysis of the "leaders" present showed a predomReal Estate Loan
inance of business types, a
sprinkling of grass roots types
60
Flat Monthly Payments
and the familiar faces like A.
Phillip Randolph, Miss Dorothy
Approx.
I. Height, Dr. Geraldine Woods
Cosh You
Mo.
and Atlanta's Q. V. Williamson,
Get-.
Payments
Dark Eyes has
president of the National Asso$ 500.00
$ 12.90
that
special touch
ciation or Real Estate Brokers,
$1,000.00
23.70
of dryness that
who was en route to a New
$1,500.00
34.50
York meeting of his group.
makes it the
$2,000.00
45.50
These are some of the people
preferred vodka
$2,500.00
56.20
why will take the poverty mes$5,000.00
$110.82
in Memphis.
sage back to their communities
Light as a whisper.
along with the techniques of
Be Wise' Choose
getting money from the poverty
Taste for yourself.
agency in Washington to the
people who need it.
*A GREAT
72 MADISON
Federal types on hand from
FAVORITE
Washington agencies were Dr.
SPRING DISTILLING CD
Dial JA 6-0637
Grace Ilowell, HEW, Robert
IN MEMPHIS
Kitchen, Richard K. Fox, Jr.,
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
and Mrs. Jean Lightfoot from
"It's Better to
the State Department, Randall
Tyus •rom the Small Business
Borrow At a Bank"
Admir..)-ation James G.

ittatik

ISA

IWO

.. . The Home of . . .

OVER 75 CARS TO CHOOSE FROM

R

in

the

CYCS
have
it!

NEED MONEY?

1

%RH CYCS

LOW BANK FINANCING
•
UP TO
36 MONTHS TO PAY

SOUTHERN MOTORS,INC.

State Savings Bank

ig

Fadoty-approt ed warranty available ONLY
fiom our Cadillac dealer
341 Union-IA 6.8207 or 3 7.9880
Open Evenings

6

PRYOR OLDSMOBILE

S

2525 SUMMER

IED 19 II

E

The Rocket Action Car!

This is the way to shop effectively at PpYOR OLDSMOBILE— Call or Come In Ask for Mr. A. C. Montgomery. If He is not in when you call, and you want
Transportation to shop at Pryor Oldsmobile, Leave Name and Number, He will
promptly call you to service your sale.

FA 3-5556
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'PROBLEM'LOT USE
An increasing number of slopare being used as home sites.
As the number of available level lots decreased, builders found
they could terrace rougher
land, design split levels, or
build houses with entrances on
two levels. Terrace steps surfaced with a durable material
such as ceremie tile are used
to hold the soil as well as to
provide decorative effects.

•

NEED
CASH!

•

—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a

risaison why people,
ilk, to do business with us. You,

too, will like our courteous treatment and desire to h•lp you.
Thursday and Friday
"Omen
Plights Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Home Owned - Horn• Operated

u
tt
CONDUCtillio tr
io
"— Father Charles o.
?4MBurns,
Ml
ot elle "Mettle Word
WA ettitlittelitig mass for
Messetigeii
students fItttithet Itettraild High school
during his recent VW in Memphis. ills main

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY

object for coming here was to get information for a story on Dr. J. W. Hose, an lintstanding Catholic lay worker in the cantmunity and member of St. Augustine Catholic church,(MLR Photo)

recruiter for his congregation's
southern province, which include all of the Deep South
states from Florida to TexaS.
Presently he is editor of the
"Divine Word Messenger," the
organ of his society's Southern
province. It has a circulation
Bet. Mattes b. fturns, S. V. Heart High School in Green- of 45,000 and is aimed at apostolate of the American Negro.
D., Negro editor of the „Dmite vile, a school staffed by the The Divine Word Fathers are
Divine Word missionaries and
Word Messenger" was in Memthe Sisters Servants of the Holy leaders in the education of
phis last week for low days, spirit.
American Negro priests, having
and while here conducted the Following his graduation from ordained 46 of the 112 Negro
mass for students at Father that school, the young priest priests in the United States.
Bertrand High School.
entered the Divine Word Sem- Among the alumni of the school
.. Father *films' visit to Mein- inary of St. Augustine's in Bay at Bay St. Louis is Bishop
this Witt iirt the purpose of St. Louis, Miss., a school which Joseph 0. Bowers of the Diowriting a feature story on lIt, has produced a number of Ne- cese of Accra, Ghana, West
. W. HoSe oitteanding Negro gm Catholic priest in the U.S. Africa.
/loctor of the &immunity rual
CATHOLIC U GRAD
41ara, of the leading "convett Since his ordination in 1962,
History
tnakers" of St. Augustine Rtt- Father Burns has attended' Know Your Negro
Susan Catholie church.
Catholic University of America In 1920, Negroes made up
the
The visiting clergyman is a in Washington, D.C., where he more than 50 per cent of
MiSsiSsippi and
native of Greenville, Miss., and obtained his master's degree. population of
Carolina.
a 1958 graduate of Sacred He was then made voeation South

Youthful Priest
Here For Story

WOOLWORTH'S
Look Twice!
ceramic
lamp plus
\ matching
table
AZigia

MOTHBH BAILEY CONSECRATED — Mrs. Annie Lee
bailey of Detroit, Mich., was consecrated to her office of
SuPerrisor of the Women's Department of the church of
God id thilst &Meg Women's Night last week, and here
She is seen with 9eitior Bishop 0. T. Jones during the serv-

ice. Standing with her from left are Mother Mary Davis,
Chicago; Bishop J. S. Bailey, her husband; Dr. Arenia C.
Mallory, Bishop Wyoming Wells and Bishop Samuel Crouch.
(Withers Photo)

Ilk. t• say y•• to your
loan requstet"
Examined and Supervised by
th• State Deipartment of

Insurance end Banking.

2 LOCATIONS
111 S. Main, JA 7-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611

•

Your Negro

Know
History
Although Negroes were but
one tenth of the population, they
provided 19 per eatit of the
armed forces in World War I.

UNIFORMS
Usher Board, Deaconess,
Mother of Church,
Nurses, Missionary,
Prayer Bond
Nylon, Dacron, Cotton,
Poplin, Sises 5 to 52
Lune, Short and 3/4 Sleeves

WOES FOR USHERS
Alit ORGANIZATIONS
UMW Prim Available
WINE FOR FREE CATALOG *7

SPRINCER FASHION UNIFORMS
001 II Et.,11.1.

es Whitehall St., S.W.

Washington 2,D.C.

Atlanta 3, Georgia

Sus Piston* 527-3052
Res. 948-2931

NOOKS BROS.
PHOTOGRAPHERS
PORTRAITS-COPIES-COMMERCIALS
SCHOOL ANNUALS

•

•

•

•

•

•

BIG STAR EXCLUSIVE

REPRESENTATIVE
228 Lind•n Av•. Memphis, Tenn.

SOUTH SIDE BEAUTY SHOP

Samsonite
Automafic Electac

526-9749

888 S. Wellington

SPECIALIZING IN
HAIR COLORING & STYLING
COMPLETE BEAUTY CARE
•Permanents
• Tinting
•Cutting
•Scaip Treatment
•Manicuring
(MRS. LUCILE KING, Manager!

CAN-OPENER
\

Complete with
knife Sharpener

LIMITED
OFFER,
KNIFE SHARPENER—
Safe, easy manual
operation, uniformly
shirpens both sides
of cutting edge at
same time.

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

with $15 worth
of rerstar topes
without tapes
$9.95

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

TAILORS

BHS
41" Ceramic
lamp in antique
white and brown
with orange or turquoise and gold-tone
accents,, matching
shade, 3-way- switch ...
41" high. Plus a wood
And ceramic table to
Match, 221,:2" high, 16x
19'' top. 1.:e it as an
cmi, cigarette or lamp
tiible . . . use it with
the lamp as the focal point of your
room.

YOUP MONErS WOill MORE AT

WOOLWORTH'S

INC.

248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tenn
"YOUR

With • touch of the finger it automatically opens cans of all sizes
quickly and efficiently) Cuts edges clean and smooth. Magnet holds
lid, prevents it from falling into can. Heavy-duty construction with
/
2" high x 5" wide x 4"
dependable trouble-free motor. Compact (91
deep) and completely portable ... operates anywhere. Sturdy plastic
case in neutral White finish.

Company Makes What You Ask For And

Cr

What You Think

of-

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

'

CHRISTMAS SHOP WITH
QUALITY STAMPS

•
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Useful Package
Wrap A Pretty
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or
an
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fine fabrics and dishwashing.
Anything that can be washed
A
detergents,
both
Light-duty
granular and liquid, at-e intend- in mild soap can be weshed in
soiled clothes, light duty detergents.
for lightly

LIGHT SOIL

Wrap your little gifts in
boxes that lead their own
Give gloves in a decorated glove case, hair bows

6

NEED MONEY

busy lives after Christmas

to

0

in a ribboned curler caddy,
records in a gaily-trimmed
portable record box or eye
make-up in a merry cosmetic
box. All you need are trimmings, scissors, glue and imag-.
ination.
Almost any kind of box can
be the basis for a gift box.
An egg carton turns into a
perfect trinket box, a candy
tin converts into a double picture frame, and a round carton becomes an excellent yarn
caddy. For decorating use
pretty fabric, paper, self-adhesive plastic, gold letters, old
buttons, trims and fringes.
• Here are step-by-step directions for pretty and practical
packages:
Glows box: Coyer - box with
paper. Glue fringe to rim and
pin in place till dry. Cut out
heavy paper glove and cement
to lid; glue on a pearl bead
for trimming.
Curler caddy: Cover or use
a colored box. Cut out pink
.
*NW
paper heads. Use large gumSIXTH GRADE IIONOR STUDENTS — Sixth grade students at Georgia Elementary school were honored during a program for
med reinforcements for "curlstudents who made the
ers," yarn for hair; cut fea- honor roll during the second sixiweek period, and here the children are seen displaying certificates which they were awarded for attaining the
honor. Children
tures from paper and paste on. who had perfect attendance record for the same period were also cited durin g the Honors Day program. Mrs. Othello Shannon is
principal of the school.
Glue wide ribbon around sides.
shot early last Friday by motel
Record box: Find a box just
manager Mrs. B. Franklin, who body—clad only in a sportscoat
big enough to hold records
told
box
to
size.
cut
a
police he crashed thrnugh —in the motel office, which also
upright, or
her locked door shouting, "you w a s Mrs. Franklin's living
Add doors and hinges. Bind
got my girl in there."
the edges of the box and doors
quarters.
with plastic tape. Glue blue
Mrs. Franklin told pollee she
:er told investigators
paper (cut with scalloping
shot the 33-year-old singer three Miss II,
shears) onto all sides of box.
times with a 22-caliber revolver. she had met Cooke for the (Intl
Line box, and cement corruShe was not held by police.
time a few hours earlier at a'
gated paper to the floor and
LOS ANGELES, (UPI)—Thousands of fans filed gathered outside a New York Minutes before the shooting,' party and that he had offered to]
ceiling to make grooves to
police said they had received a drive her home, but took het
hold records. Trim box with by the bier of slain singer Sam Cooke in a scene some- mortuary. Untold thousands of
45 RPM adapters and paper what reminiscent of the homage paid Rudolph Valen- others later attenoed funeral telephone call from Eurasian to the motel.
singer Lisa Boyer, 22, claiming
cutouts. Glue in map tacks for
services here.
she had been kidnapped by Cooke's rise in the music bustino in New York 38 years ago.
knobs.
A coroner's inquest into Cooke and forced into a motel iness was rapid. His initial rePedestrians lined the sidewalk for two blocks and Cooke's death was scheduled room.
She told officers she had lease, "You Send Me," sold 2.5
WATER BOILING
police said traffic was tied up,
Wednesday.
run from the room and was million copies.
A half teaspoon of cream of starting at 1 P.M., PST, and died in 1926, more than 40,000 Cooke, whose record sales calling from a telephone booth
mourners were repoeted to have totaled 10 million, was fatally nearby,
tartar in the water in the bot- lasting until after dark.
Know Your Negro History
torn of a double boiler will A spokesman for the mortuPolice said they found Miss Negroes were guaranteed the
keep the water from boiling o- ary said that "at least 25,000
Boyer in the booth and Cooke's right to vote in Illinois in 1870.
v2r and help remove tarnish. persons viewed the singer's CEAGRAM.DISTILLARC COMPANY, NEW YORK CITY. IMMO WHISIMY. 86 PROOF. 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS.
body." Conservative estimates
Indicated the number to be at
Adequate
least 6,000. The mourners included adults and youngsters.
Counterspace
Minimum countertop space Cooke's widow, Barbara, also
for the average kitchen should went to the mortuary.
be about 140 inches, according Viewing hours ended at 11
1038 Peach Ave.
Phone 214-5141
to home planning experts. This P.M.. PST. The body was to be
includes 36 inches for food pre- on view Monday and Tuesday,
paration, 24 inches adjacent to the spokesman said.
the range, up to 36 inches each Funeral services for Cooke
side of the sink and 15 inches were scheduled for Saturday in
Mt. Sinai Baptist Church, with
next to the refrigerator.
S 250
Countertops should be sur- burial to follow in Forest Lawn
faced with a material such as Cemetery in Glendale, Calif.
Alice Littlejohn Dawkins, Proprietor
ceramic tile that is waterproof, • When Valentino of the flaring
stainproof and idpervious to nostrils and smouldering eyes

Fe. Ifc Sete 7ci Zitea

ALICE LITTLEJOHN BEAUTY SHOP

0

Shampoo, Press, & Curl
Shampoo, Press, Curl and
Style with Set Waves

•

42 Seniors Complete
Practice Teaching

•

SEE US
PLEASE TO SERVE
LOCAL PEOPLE
HOME OPERATED
HOME OWNED

k
-.-

527-8581

525-1611

DIXIE FINANCE COMPANY
152 Madison Ave.
161 So. Main St.

Mourners View
Sam Cooke'sBod

•
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As you celebrate this happy
Holiday, know that we are
thinking of you and wish you well.
For Your Pleasure
Bourbon — Brandy — Gin — Wine — Vodka
Cases --- At Case Price

MIDWAY LIQUOR STORE
Ph. IA 6-9963

355 Beale St.
44 Years

A

The Same Address

Give

Forty-two seniors at LeMoyne Marva Donald, Miss Gwendolyn
College will complete practice Fife, Miss Vivian Harris, Miss
teaching requirements this Fri- Lela Hill, Miss Virginia Hill,
day, Dec. 18. They began visi- Miss Beverly Kirklon, Mrs. Rio
ting public, school classrooms Rita Jackson, Miss Varnell Logan, Mrs. Zella McDonald, Miss
last Oct. 26.
Anothdr group of student Ruby Miller, Miss Marilyn
teachers from LeMoyne will be Mitchell, Rufus Myers. Miss
assigned to classrooms through- Juanita Newbern, Mrs. Barbara
Nichols. MisS Dorothy Patton.
out the city next semester.
Pearson and Mrs.
"A minimum of 126 clock Mrs. Vivian
hours in observation, participa- Janice Pettus.
Miss Ernestine Pewritt,
tion and independent student And
Porter, Miss Fredteaching experiences is requir- Miss Marva
Ray, Miss Gaynell Reeves,
ed of LeMoyne seniors who are die
Miss Dorothy Rogers, Miss
in the field of education," exBeulah Shepherd, Miss Dorothy
plained Mrs. Alphonse HunniMiss RuthIe Spearman, Miss
cutt who heads the project.
Carole Spight, Mrs. Lottie
their
completing
Seniors
Strong, Henry Thompson, Miss
are:
Friday
period
training
Aretha Townsel, Miss Wylodene
Mrs. Virginia Anderson, Mrs. Walker. Miss Patricia Townsel,
Jacquelyn Bailey, Mrs. Hazel Mrs. Elizabeth Williams, Miss
Bonds, Miss Betty L. Carter, Peggy Williams and Miss Joan
Mrs. Marva Chambers, Mrs. Williams.

The
Sure
One
(The gift that doesn't get returned)
Give Seagram's7Crown and be Sure.
Decanter and gift carton at no extra cost

A..1 USED CARS
FROM

HULL DOBBS

I

THIS MONEY-SAVING GIFT CERTIFICATE
ENTITLES YOU TO ENTER

One New Gift Subseription

for only$5

HI Pt

VIA

AIR MAIL
Al OUR

EXPANSE

TIN Now Tri-Stato DefIndor
236 S. Wellington Memphis Tens.
ORDER NOW • PAY NEXT YEAR

•

Enter the followtng puff at the special reduced
price

Top

(plentraN)

Addretr

CIO
Stine
Slim my
GO C.4 es joilows:

MY NAME

(Amu PrIo)

(Owe pcNO

Add,,

tir

•
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Niter or renew my OWN tutieriotion for I year.
Bill me liter

YES No

Do

1962
1963
1958
1960
1955
1959
1963
1960
1964
1957

MERCURY 2 Dr., H.T., R.H.
Autom., P.S.B.
•
FALCON 4 Dr., V-8, R.H., Air
Cond. Still in Warranty
FORD a Dr., Station Wagon
V.13, R.H., Autom., P S
FORD R.N.
Autom
OLDS. 4 Dr., Autom.
Power Steering
FORD Cony't.
R.H., Autom
FORD Foirlone 500 Wogon
Autom V-8
FORD 4 Dr. Wagon
Fully Equipped
FORD Conv't, R.N., Autom.,
P.S., Solid Red, Black Top
FORD V-8, Rotroetabl•
R.H., Autom

$1495
$1495
$495
$695
$495
$695
$1/95
$895
$2495
$495

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE 1A 6-8811
OPEN NITES

There are more than 2,000 Memphians on our
$10,760,000 payroll. And they spend most of it
right here in Memphis. Of course, we spend it here,
too. This year, we're investing $10,922,000 in
added facilities.
Who are we?
Your telephone company. And
mighty proud to be contributing Memphians.

Southern Bell
...Serving You in Memphis

1
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0
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'Please Follow Me,Mr.Gromyko —
I'll Take You In By The Side Door'
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Fly In The Ointment

The saying that something
new always comes out of Africa seems to be an insight that
exceeds the ordinary bounds of
this truism. Events in the
Congo in recent weeks tend to
confirm the age-old verity.
The Western powers are holding Christophe Gbenye, the rebel leader, responsible for the
massacres of some of the white
missionaries in Stanleyville and
elsewhere in the rebel-held territory.
Meanwhile, Gbenye and mern'bers of his cabinet have escaped.
Two years ago it was Moise
Tshombe who was the fly in
the ointment. He was then the
troublesome, unconscionable secessionist, self-proclaimed President-Premier of Katanga-the
richest province in the whole
Congo basin.
The United Nations and the
legal government at Leopoldville staggered under the strain
of the heavy financial burden
that was required to check the
Tshombe rebellion. So long as
he was in the Congo, there was
no chance for unification of the
new Republic along Federal
lines.
Tshombe was finally forced
into exile. He soon returned,
with the connivance of the Belgians and other European
powers with heavy investments
in the Congo's vast extractive
industry.
The rebels are in reality political dissenters who are disenchanted with the central government for inviting Tshombe
back and making him Prime
Minister. Africans in general
look upon him with distrust.
But this evil, self-centered man,
who had a hand in the assassination of Patrice Lumumba,

gathers strength from a weird
assortment of white backers
that range all the way from
South Africa's Negro-hated
Prime Minister Hendrik Verwoerd and King Leopold of Belgiem to prejudiced Premier Antonio Salazar of Portugal and
Spain's Francisco Franco.
Tshombe, however, has no
friends among African leaders.
A special committee of the Organization of African Unity met
in Nairobi and recommended an
emergency session of all African leaders Dec. 18th to deal
with the Congo problem. Speakafter speaker assailed Tshombe
as a "Western stooge," demanded the withdrawal of his
white mercenaries, and hailed
the rebels as "freedom fighters" and patriots.
Under Tshombe's regime the
outlook for unification and settlement of provincial rivalry is
remote and dim. Tshombe's past
performance makes him easily
the target of native hostility.
So, viewing the Congo situation from an objective angle,
the conclusion imposes itself upon/us that it is the former head
of the Katanga province who is
causing all the trouble. Yet the
United States and the rest of
the white world look kindly to
him and cast him in the light
of a redeemer of chaos unto
order. How long will this blindness to perfidy, duplicity and
hypocrisy continue before the
Congo crisis becomes an international struggle of staggering
proportions?
Since the dawn of history
there have been many strange
happenings in Africa. Tshombe's double dealing and perverted sense of power must be
placed in a class by themselves.

UN Makes History
A brand new precedent of
historic proportions was established when the United Nations
General Assembly elected by
acclamation a new President of
the Assembly in the person of
Oxford-educated Alex Quaison-Rfckey of Ghana. He is the first
representative of black Africa
to be thus honored.
Though the new African nations represent more than a balance of power in the political
structure of the world organization, their influence is not
gauged on the basis of their numerical superiority. There could
have been a lively contest foe
the Presidency of the Assembly
The matter did not come to a
vote because the feeling was

widely shared that it was time
that this sensitive post was given to a representative of a black
nation. The Assembly chose a
good one when it elected Ghana's representative Qu aisonSackey. He is able, suave and
analytical and enjoys the respect of the whole UN community.
There is no doubting the fact
that Quaison-Sackey will discharge his duties with distinction and impartiality. As he
said in his inaugural address:
"The Assembly's unanimous
decision is a tribute to Africa
and to Ghana in particular, and
above all to millions of people of
African descent everywhere."

Jackie
Robinson
Says

Only
In
America
By HARRY GOLDEN

Horatio Alger
This is the centenary year
of the Horatio Alger novels.
This fact is brought to our attention by Thomas Meehan in
a recent article. Mr. Meehan
goes on to outline the dull life
Alger lived and to assay the
dull prose he created.
In his late years, Alger found
his novels as boring as we find
them now. And Mr. Meehan reminds us that though the Horatio Alger hero was dedicated,
clean-living, chaste and hardworking, luck played more than
an incidental role in his success.
Had Ragged Dick or Paul the
Peddler not been in the right
place at the right time, Alger's
whole life might have resolved
itself into dreary toil and poverty.
But I do not think this criticism is to the point. The Horatio Alger hero has passed into our national consciousness.
When we talk about an Horatio
Alger hero we mean that a certain peculiarly American set of
circumstances have contributed
to his success, circumstances
which have brought him from
rags to riches.
That a handy millionaire was
always ready to reward the
Horatio Alger hero for his virtue is a satisfactory coincidence
for most Americans, few of
whom have ever subscribed to
the notion that virtue is its own
reward.
Virtue to most Americans is
meeting a payroll which is what
the Horatio Alger hero eventually did. That this hero was
poorly conceived and badly executed on a literary level rather
proves the point that there was
something deeply compelling in
the juvenile myths Alger wove.
In the years Alger wrote, say
from 1864 to the turn of the
century, how many of his contemporaries conceived great
literature? Mark Twain, Whitman, Melville, and a decade of
lesser writers.
The bedroom comedy which
has survived from the Rena's-

sance right through Hollywood
and Off-Broadway has not produced too many great works of
drama but it has always served
to teach us there is an uncompromising dissatisfaction with
monogamy that motivates most
of us.
The Horatio Alger hero satisfies a need thousands upon
thousands have entertained
there is a way out of blinding
poverty and despair that can be
had by hard work, diligence,
and purity of motive.
Meehan points out that Alger reached his greatest audience during the years of unrestricted immigration. Immigrants to America always expected to pick up gold in the
streets. When they arrived on
these shores they not only
found no gold, but no streets,
and more: they found they
were going to have to build the
streets, often yoked together
like mules.
Perhaps the Horatio Alger
hero was one of the many myths that sustained them in the
face of blinding disullusion.
I do not mean to imply that
these considerations can Metamorphosize the Horatio Alger
hero into an artistic and profound figure. Weed, they cannot. There is a qualitative difference, in character, between
the. English, equivalent, say
Tom Jones and Phil the Fiddler
is what makes Fielding's book
literature. But it does not on
that score make Alger's book
trash. There is a qualitative
difference in conception between Don Quixote and Major
Hoople but that does not mean
we cannot respond to the Major's life in the boarding house.
The Horatio Alger hero has
divorced himself from his context. He survives more hardily
outside the literature that produced him than he does inside.
To try to put him back in that
literature is to do him a disservice and to deprive ourselves.

Martin Luther King, Jr. often
refers to the "marvellous creativity" which has characterized
the movement of the American
Negro toward the goals of human dignity in this country.
Dr. King is right. The Revolution has produced tragedies. It
has given rise to heroes and living legends like Dr. King himself. It has cost blood, sweat and
tears and it has opened the eyes
of many whit* Americans to
the Justice of the Negroes demands and stiffened the resentments of others.
But the Revolution has done
more than this. It has made famous the Freedom Music of the
Negro — music which we, as a
race, have known for generations, music which sustained us
during the days of slavery.
The movement has brought
about the production of some
great books, some fine paintings,
some classic poetry and editorials which are gems, written by
both white and colored people.
One of the exciting creative
by-products of the Revolution
is the arrival on the entertainment scene of a unique singing
trio which is known as the Pilgrims. This group — two young
men and a girl — has been featured in several important television shows recently, will be
profiled in the December issue
of Vogue Magazine and has
just signed a contract with Columbia Records.
The Pilgrims came into being
little less than a year ago when
the three members met, quite
by accident in the studio of
Chuck Stewart, a topflight photographer, The three were Angeline Butler, the oldest daughter
of a backwoods country minister
in East Over, South Carolina;
Robert Guillaume of St. Louis
and Millard Williams from Bermuda.
The afternoon of their meeting, the three young people delightedly discovered common
bonds — mutual values, sympathetic ideas and, most of all, a
vital interest in folk song. They
began dreaming — and doing
something about — becoming

the first all-Negro folk trio.
Those who have been fortunate enough to have heard this
group do not have to be told that
they come through as one of the
freshest and most appealing
voice blends to come along
since the revival of folk music
in this country.
Robert Guillaume, raised on
the Mississippi levee, worked as
a streetcar motorrnan, mailman
and candy maker before completing his musical and academic education at St. Louis University. An alumnus of Cleveland's noted Karamu Theatre,
he has been featured in numerous Broadway shows and starred in Langston Hughes' "Tambourines To Glory" as well as
in the Sportin' Life role in New
York City Center's "Porgy and
Bess" revival.
The writer first met the girl
member of the Pilgrims, Angeline Butler, when she was attending a CORE interracial action institUto in Miami. I learned that this girl who had such
winning ways, had been one of
the first "sit-in" leaders in the
Nashville Movement.
She was a member of the
same central committee which
brought into ,civil rights prominence such courageous people as
Diane Nash, James Bevel, John
Lewis, Marion Berry and Bernard .Lafayette. Angeline was
one of the first 97 student leaders jailed in Nashville.
It was these initial protests,
you will, recall, which led to
student sit-ins all over the land
and resulted in the desegregation of public facilities in scores
of communities.
Angeline Butler and her two
'partners in freedom-singing deserve richly the success which
Is coming their way. Miss Butler is a Fisk music major. She
was on scholarship at Juilliard.
As the saying goes, Miss Butler has "paid her dues" in the
civil rights struggle. May she
and her singing mates live long
and enjoy increasing success as
they interpret the music of the
struggle for the delight of many
people.
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Another Racist Speaks
Now here comes the head of
a foreign country known as
Mississippi, meddling in the affairs of the American people.
Governor Paul B. Johnson
says he agrees with J. Edgar
Hoover that Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. is a "notorious liar."
So, Johnson observes, do "thousands of people." He did not
add whether the "thousands"
were white Mississippians.
One is curious to know why
Johnson has injected his opinion into the Hoover-King controversy. He and his fellow potentates below the Mason-Dixon are constantly crying that
Northerners are interfering
with their internal business.
If there is virtue in practicing what one preiches, then
the sovereign ruler of Mississippi ought to eschew comment
on this particular issue. For
Mississippi has demonstrated
that it considers itself foreign
to the United States, autonomous in its regard of the Constitution, the Bill of Rights,
Declaration of Independence.

Civil Rights Bill — and certainly of the Golden Rule and the
Judeo--Christian ethic.
It is rather curious that the
Bull Connor-like attack on Dr.
King should come at a time
when he has been selerted to
receive the highest award possible. But then it is not so curious. It would appear that the
recognition of Dr. King as
TIME'S "Man Of The YEAR,"
his reception by the Pope and,
finally the award of the Nobel
Peace Prize have gotten to be
too much for the extreme rightists.
Hoover has been smoked out
into admitting that he is a
States--Righter — and I suppose that, if we are going
to
have a states—Righter for our
chief cop, we ought to know about it.
With typical charity Dr.
King has stated that he
feels
it is time the controversy
end
so all parties concerned
can get
I
'
on with the business of
civf
rights and law
enforcement.
•

•
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Exscutive Disecior. Cosmopolitan Chamber of Commerce
By A. L. FOSTER
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Commerce Election

LUCKY CHRYSLER
Ralph A. Lewis, New York department store manager,
wife and two-year-old son, look over new turbine car, a
Chrysler product, which he will drive for a three-month
period during a Chrysler market evaluation program. The
Lewis family averages 5,000 miles a year on their 1955
De Soto IA Chrysler Product). A native of Jamaica, Lewis
is manager for the supply and shipping department at the

Board Members

WASHINGTON, (UPI) —How
would you like to have a car
[that uses only one spark plug
land needs no tune-ps?
Such a car owner's dream
may turn into reality if Chrysler Corp. decides to market its
new Turbine car.
i This is not the first time the
firm has ventured into the field.
The company road-tested a Ply., mouth sport coupe in 1954 and
'continued experimenting with
the new eigine until it came up
with the latest model now on
.the road.
To test the four-passenger
TURBINE USER
hard-top under all kinds of conLane Bryant Store in New York. He is the fourth New
ditions while recording driver
York City area turbine motorist and one of about 200
and pedestrian reaction to it,
motorists in the nation to be selected over a two-year
the company made 50 of the
period to drive the Chrysler Turbine, There Is no charge
new cars to be driven by about
to the motorist using the car during the evaluation pro200 selected users.
gram.
So far, reports seem to be exceeding expectations.

Racial Integration ChiefLabor ,
Topic From LIJ To Smallest Firm

Langford Spraggins served as general director of the chamber's experimental membership campaign last summer with
C .T. Sorensen Dunmore, of Borden's William Payne of Pepsi
Cola, Hyman Dosick, D & S. and Carl Fried, Chicago 7-UP, assisting. Mrs. Charlott Matthews of the Royal Reporting Service collaborated with W. Louis Davis in preparing the campaign literature. Mrs. Rosemary Mitchell interior decorator
with Smyth Furniture Store helped with the Annual Banquet
and served as hostess to a table of ten prominent women.
Other new board members, William H. Newby of Jewel
Tea Co., Dr. Delon J. Brooks who delivered the principal
address at the Annual banquet, Mrs. Mary Ellen Shadd, director of merchandising of the Chicago Courier and president of
Welcome New Neighbor.
Edward J. Halfacre, Assistant Agency Director, North Carolina Mutual Insurance, Attorney Robert Fiffer and John T.
Nicholson, personnel manager of the Great A & P Tea Company have served the Chamber in various ways. Edward Dunmore, sales manager of Hawthorn-Melody was associated with
Dunmore in soliciting the dairy companies.

Retired Rear Adm. Raymonc
P. Hunter reported he drova
the car "for three ha pp,
months." What impressea hirr
most about the car was it
ease of operation, complete lack
of vibration."
"It was a beautiful piece et
mechanism," he said.
The naval officer said ht
would be interested in buying
a turbine if reasonably priced.
At this point, Chrysler hasn't
even decided whether it would
be economically feasible to put
it on the assembly line.
Feasible or not, the bronze
colored car has captured interest wherever it travels.
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companies by the Defense Supply Agency's electronics supply
center.
Cook Electric Co., 2700 N.
Southport Ave., received a
$46,258 firm, fixed-price conWASHINGTON (NPI) — Al- Holmes sa:ci,
"As it is not in
The Harvard research team tract to supply 172 rotary remost everybody concerned with the country's interest for
for- sums up:
lays. Eighty-four firms were
business growth in America — eign visitors to gain an impres- "Despite wide
differences of solicited to submit proposals.
from Presicent Johnson down sion ;hat some large corpora- opinion, the official policy of Two proposals were received.
tions are lily-white except for the federal
to the heads of small corporatheir janitors, neither is it in increasing government and an Motorola Inc., Chicago Milinumber of public in- tary Electrorics Center, was
tions—have concentrated their the best interest of a
corpora- stitutions strongly supports ac- awarded a $13,145 firm, fixedefforts on the role of the Negro tion to send abroad a represen- the and
immediate steps to end price contract to furnish 33
at all levels of U.S. industry. tative who does not know how the injutices of segregation.
mast sections which are identito conduct himself in the emerg- "Its
"hitless we regard individual ing,
implementation in prac- fied by a Motorola part nummultiracial world of inter- tical fact is only
a matter of ber.
accomplishment, we will be the national business."
time."
Electronics w
Amphenol-Borg
servants and not the masters
Corp., Amphenol Division, 1830
of change," said President
Crime Stop Campaign
S. 54th Ave., was named recipSchool.
FUTURE BUSINESSMAN
Johnson.
After studying business ad. ient of a $12,798 firm, fixedNathan Currie, senior at North Carolina College, gets inCaptain
Robert
Harness, we alert our citizens to their
Meanwhile, recognizing the
ministration and markeUng in price contract for 93 radio freformation about the news magazine field from John TitCommander of the second Po- responsibility in the prevention
importance of such integration,
college, where he earned a quency transformers.
man, personnel manager of Time Magazine. Titman visitlice District read a release of and suppression of criminal
a Harvard Business School rebachelor of science degree in Guardian Electric Manufacthe Chicago Police Depart- and vice activities". Wilson was, ed Durham recently on a mission seeking employees for
search team conducted a field Gels
commerce, Parrish worked as turing Co., 1550 West Carroll
ment describing Superintend- quoted as continuing. "A good ' the magazine. The main office of Time Magazine is in New
study of "The Management of
claims examioer for the New
to Ave., received a $10,684 firm,
ent Wilson 's "Operation case in point is the recent mur-, York City. Currie is a business administration major from
Racial Integration in Business."
a
contract to furnish
aJersey aState
Aaa
postEmployment
tt
le o
Wilson,N. C.
Crime-Stop Campaign."
der of a Queens, New York,'
The study provides industrial
ice for two years, leaving
852 armature relays.
If
The release quoted the Su- woman witnessed by 38 respect-[
SSO Ull
relations directors, personnel
The Defense Electronice Supperintendent as saying: "The able citizens who did nothing'pi
administrators and policy-makchief domestic affiliate of Stan- ply Center procures, manages
•
object of this project is two. while her killer stalked and
ing executives with a detailed NEW YORK—Edward A. Par- dard Oil Company (New Jer- and supplies common parts of
fold. We want to enlist the stabbed her in three separate
examination of the methods rish has been assigned as a sey).
electrical and electronic equip'eyes and ears' of all Chico- attacks over a period of half am
I used by companies that have de, aler sales representative in
ment used by the Armed
i
As
part
of
his
sales training, Forces.
possible hour.
to
goans
report
'pioneered in integrating Rte. Na estchester County, N. Y., by
I
he
attended
marketing-dev
the Eastern Esso Region of
elopcrimes, suspicious persons, in- If just one person of the 38
groes into their firms.
Humble Oil & Refining Corn. ment and service-station mercidents or circumstances be. had bothered to pick up a phone,
The authors deal not only with
chandising
and
pany.
management
fore crimes are committed; and call police during any one
A Good Deal For Crowds
the specific i.roblems of hiring
courses at schools conducted by
A 1961 graduand we also 'Wain them to call,of the assaults, the woman's
and placing Negroes, but also
Humble. More recently, he has WINCHESTER, England —
ate of Rider
us when they see a crime being life might have been saved."
with the potential consequences
completed several weeks of
committed".
The Chamber has. endorsed Ask Mr. and Mrs. Samuel handy in 1968 when their oldest of undue delay in facing up to College, Trem
dealer sales training in the com- (UPI) — A truck careened out
ton, N. J. Par
Terry,
Smith
of
Miss.,
how
"Operation
Crime-Stop" and
"Crime is a community prob'child should be ready for col- integration.
of control down a hill toward
pany's
Westchester District.
rish
much
food
they
in
1951,
bought
joined
upon
members
all
calls
of
its
lem as well as a social problege, the Smiths decided on According to the report, the
a crowd of shoppers, policeHumble about
or the amouct, of fertilizer they
lem; and it is important that to participate fully.
Parrish,
who
is
25,
is
a
son
of
firm which responds to it most a
purchased in 1956, or their gross some sidelines.
man Michael Lyons, uot on his
year ago. In
Mr.
and
Mrs.
David
W.
Parrish
promptly
an.. efficiently cannot his
returns off sweet potatoes, cot- Mrs. Smith began driving a
Good Citizens
new post,
of Mattituck. Ile is married to first patrol only 15 minutes,.
fail
to
attain
advantage and he will
ton or cattle in 1962, and they'll school bus and Smith started
have
the former Miss Marie Wilson jumped into the truck's running
prestige.
Speaking for himself, Captain Comander Harness said: get out a thick ledger, thumb
the primary reof Greenport, L. I. They have
devoting more time to buying
board and steered it clear. LyA high Urban League official, sponsibility for
"Most of the public thinks that the duties of a police officer through worn pages, and give
two young sons, Brian and
are mainly enforcement. However, the main goal that t h e you precise answers, says state - and selling cattle.
recognizing the trend, recently cont acts by
Steven, and live in New York ons, uninjured, was later told he
Police Department strives for is to prevent crime and law , extension leader, W. E. Am- The children help out, too. All
Esso marketing PARRISH
would be cited for bravery.
City.
violations.
is not enough for corn- management with more than 30
mons.
of those in 4-11 base money.
panics to believe in fair em- service-station dealers repreWe realize that by taking the initiative in working with The 37-year-old couple says, earning projects.
community groups we unite decent citizens and law enforce- reports Ammons, that keeping
ployment. On .occasion, they senting his company in the.
ment officers against wrong-doers. We also know that we pro- good records is the only way "But tha family's biggest will have to go out and find fair Mount Vernon and Yonkers,'
earnings
of
all,"
says associate employment ami if
mote better business, community proudness and better citizen- they can know for sure where
they cannot New York, areas.
county agent Chester W. Owens,
MAKES YOU LOOK
ship."
find it, they will have to go out While at Rider, Parrish bethey are going.
"come
from
their
savings
on and make it."
Speaking of law enforcement, when Mayor Daley conOLDERTHAII YOU ARE
came the only four-letter athThe Smiths started keeping food. They grow just about
ferred with businessmen regarding the proposed campaign to
e
records shortly after they were everything they eat," be adds. The official, Adolph Ilolmes, tete in the history of the col.
better protect the lives and health of residents by
said many blue chip companies lege. Ile played baseball, basbride
1948.
married
had
The
in
Owens has given the Smiths are already doing this.
the strict enforcement of the new building and fire codes, this
a
ketball and soccer and was also
brought along some recipes in advice
p,
writer, speaking for all members of the Cosmopolean Chamg their live. He told of personnel directors a member of Rider's golf
team.
ber assured him that we would stand solidly behind the rigid a notebook, but there were un- stock, having their soil tested, visiting Negro high schools and lie is
a member of the Phi
used pages in the back. They developing
BROOKLYN — An application
improved pastures, colleges, awl the many corpo- Sigma Epsilon
enforcement of all laws and would give full support to the !
AT YOUR DRUGGIST
fraternity.
effort. Reports of violntions of the codes have been made by used these to jot down pur- fighting boll v.seevils, and han- rations that are offering schol- A
native of Cutchogue, Long for a biracial tank in the Brookreceipts.
and
chases
dling management problems, arships to promising Negro
chamber officers and In at least one instance such a report
stu- Island, Pat rish attended the lyn-Stuyvestant section of
reBefore the year was over, including record keeping.
sulted in the the demolition of an entire block of slum
dents.
pro- their records told them they
alattituck (Long Island) High Brooklyn has been filed with the
Don't say
perty. As an individual and property owner, I have
leaned would never make much heat).
Controller of Currency in Wash- "Petroleum Jelly"
over backwards to observe all laws affecting
our property way growing only cotton on the
and the community.
ington.
Demand
0
123-acre farm. Smith had begun
The bank organization is
buying
Court Procedures
with Army savings in
headed by a group of 12 Negro
1948.
ntceeedasHornsupcithal
2u
elertaw,
and white clergymen plus civic I
Well, after being called into treated.
So they began raising a few
for 275.
and business leaders.
court on alleged violations; There are some of us who hogs. Later they added beef catThe organizers state that ltd.
after sitting in court awaiting have decided to make such a tle and vegetables. Today the
family farms 248 acres, includtial capital would be $1 million
the call and watching proced- study. If
there are attorneys log the 125 they rent. And they
raised through the sale of 80,000
ures their and listening to testi- and real
estate brokers who have 74 head of cattle, 48 hogs,'
shares of stock at $12.50 per
mony by building and fire in- feel that their
three
vegetables,
acres
of
and
share.
clients have been
spectors; questionings by the mistreated ana
property own- 11 acres of cotton that now give'
The Controller's Office is still
prosecutor; and finally the de- ers who question
yield
of
about
a
14
bales.
the procedreviewing the application, but
cisions of the Judge: I am ures of the building
These
crops
and livestock
department
Unwise eating or drinking In•y he •
administration sources and per- inure.
satisfied that the building de- and the courts, we
of mild, but annoying bladder trriask you to provide a good living for the
sons in the banking business *Dons — m•king you feel reetless, tense.
partment, the compliance board get in touch with
Smith
family
and
their
eight
uncomfortable. And If retitle. night.,
this columnist
say that appruveal is more than and
and the courts must be through the
with nagging backache, headache or mugDefender or at the children. They live in an attracnilar•ches and pains due to over-exertion.
likely.
thoroughly studied to determine office
of the Cosmopolitan tive modern ranch-style home,
%train or emotional upset. are adding to
if defendents are being fairly Chamber.
wait—try Doan's Pills.
Among the organizers of the your misery—don't
own a new tractor, a threeDoan'. Pills act 3 ways for 'needy rebank are Dr. Gardner Taylor; lief. I — They have a soothing effect on
quarter ton truck, and a family
Old Friends Club
bladder irritations. 2—A feet pain-relievAssemblyman Thomas R. ing
car.
action on nagging backache, headJones, who was recently elected aches, muecular aches and pains. 8 — A
Smiths
But
are
the
not
slowA new club has been organized. It is called "0
mild diuretic action thru the
wonderfully
a Civil Court judge; Atty Harry kidneys,tending
F C" (Old ing down. Every time they
to increase the output of
Friends Club) and was organized by F. T. Lane who
Schaeffer, of Manhattan and the lb miles of kidney tubes. So, get the
is its think of a college education for
presicent. The club is unusual in that Lane is the only
same happy relief millions have enjoyed
several
other persons in civic for over 60 year*. Large, economy elm
male each of their children, and remember and the women members must not have living
saves money. Oct Doan's Pills today'
and business endeavors.
spouses call the fees they have seen in
(unless divorced).
Ann Lafoe Ivy who worked with Lane and me some time some of the catalogues, they
get out their ledger and study
back at the Urban League received an invitation —
mistakenly.
She attended, never-the-less, and wrote the following poem that.; annual and long-time
bndgets.
addressed to "Mr. Lover's Lane:" "I got your invitation
and
Conducing from the budget
surely was delighrec', Until I read the insert,
saying, 'You
figures two years ago that a litare not invited; it seems unfair to punish me because' I
have a
tle extra money might come in
spouse'' That song', as I recall' it, lauds 'A Man
Around the
House.' Alas' and alack and all' that jive — what am'
1 going
to do? either must divorce him or murder h'm for
IT'S MARTINI TIME
you.'
That luncheon is entic'ing — though I would not dare
deny
Sampling a Seagram's martini during SeaThat talent time will be' a ball — I would' not dare
representative, while Edward Splwak, store
deny
gram Distillers "Gin Tasting Promotion"
it. Win'ifred (Jones), Cora (Glover) and Ruth McCoy,
manager. and Mrs. Kelley wait their turn
I've
in local drug store is K. D. Johnson Pourknown' more than a score'. Martha (Wilson-Edwards),
for a sample of the product.
Odesing martini is "Johnny" Davis, Seagram
sa (Cave) and Hel'en T (Timmons) — it's been' that
100'single white sheets
long and
more With Dr. (Ruth Allen) Fouche, Evelyn (Edwards)
(50 imprinted, 50 plain)
and
also Esther Scott, It's 'in and out the window' since
and conditions
we've not
50 envelopes .... $1.50
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Sup- Although under the existing
met a lot. Tis Ilalloween and you' admit, with witches
run- port among indepennent
busining wild, And trick or treat the theme' song for every
Robinson-Patman
Act,
it
is
ilhappy ness proprietors for legislation
chile.
legal to extend special deals to
Informal notes, 36 notes
to end deceitfulness in trade favored customers without letShould auld' acquaintance be forgot and left' at home to
(imprinted with one line
appears to be growin, accord- ting all customers have such
grieve; Come' now, Frayser Titus Lane — that' don't being to the latest nationwide poll benefits, manufacturers are not
only) 36 envelopes, net
lieve'. Of course' these words I've written — were only done
on this subject made by the obligated to actively offer
the
Imprinted
in jest, But watch' out for the goblins — and an uninvited
National Federation of lnde- same deals to all.
guest."
Poe Jerk. M. T. 114.101— For the
so thorough that sufferers made
pendent Business.
When
the
l'atman
a mend- Int time science has found a new astonishing statements lik• "riles
Ladies without spouses should get application forms from
Send check or money order
As it now stands, 62% of the ment to the Robinson-Patman bealing substance with the altos- have ceased to be a problem!"
F T.
The secret is a new healing Ell.
businessmen are in favor of Act was introduced in the last Whine ability to shrink hemorFashion
As a phase of the campaign to persuade families to shop
legislation a.; introduced by Congress, in independent bust- rhoids. stop Itching, and relieve stance (Rio-Dynell)—discovery od
in their neighborhoods and to shop earlier than in the past. Rep.
a world-famous research institute.
Post Office Box 311
Wright Pittman (Texas) fleas proprietors voted support pain — without surgery
This substance is now available
47th and 73rd streets were decorated earlier. So — neigh- in the
Is ease after cam while gently
last
Congress
Memphis, Tenn.
requiring
majortiy
by
of
a
61",.
The
cur
In
suppository
Mittel/int
form
or
reduction
actual
relieving
pate,
bors get on the streets in your own communities and shop and
manufacturers to offer to all of rent vote shows an increase in (shrinkage) took place.
u•dor the nom* Preparation Mb
shop and shop.
their customers the same prices this support.
lisatamasing of an—rimults sere At all drug irountem.
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Officers of the Cosmopolitan These individuals assumed
Chamber of Commerce will be board duties formerly performed by others whose terms had
elected at a meeting of the expired or who had resigned
board of directors Dec. 17, and for one reason or another.
will be installed at a public The Cosomopolitan Chamber
of Commerce, with a very small
meeting in January.
budget and ever-increasing reAt the annual membership sponsibilities, has to depend, in
business meeting in Nov. Judge
measure, upon its volunJames D. Crosson of the Cir- large
teers.
inCounty,
Cook
cuit Court of
In considering prospects,
ducted 14 new board members
partion submission of their names Stamp's committee was
who
by a committee on nomina- cularly interested in those
services
their
tions chaired by James E. had volunteered
year.
during the past
Stamps.
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Civic leaders, professional men and women
and business leaders were on hand at the
swearing-in ceremonies of Judge George

WILL SHE SMILE CHRISTMAS DAY?

s

c

•

All children look forward to Christmas with great expectation. To the youngsters in the care of the Illinois Children's
Home and Aid Society — children who must wait for others
to help them — a full stocking means even more; it means
love, comfort, and belonging, says Earl C. Jordan, president
of the Ill. Children's Home and Aid Society. This week many
local residents will be receiving the traditional little red
stockings of the Society for contributions to pay for Christmas toys. A privately supported agerky, non-sectarian, the
Society provides adoption, foster care, residential treatment
fnr children with serious emotional problems, and counseling help for children and families,

the Warner Bros. motion picture version of
"Sex and the Single Girl." The movie opens
Christmas day at the Chicago Theatre.

o
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g

Leighton in th,e County Building. About 250
people were on band, along with the judge's
family, to witness the impressive event.

ON HAND TO SHOW THEY'RE PROUD

Count Bassie listens to sultry Fran Jeffries rehearse one of the three numbers she
sings to his orchestra's accompaniment in

THE COUNT PICKS UP ON A SINGING PRETTY

who will be enrolled in Scout activities. Attracting the attention of the Boy Scouts (left to right), are Zeno Thigpen,
hcusing manager, Robert Taylor Mimes; Alvin E. Rose, executive director of CHAnd Vern F, Herlund, director of
recreation. Chicago Park District.

GOOD-LUCK ON SCOUT TRAINING CENTER
Trio of city employees unite their efforts for the success of
new ultra-modern Scout Training Center in Robert Taylor
Homes, 4444 S. Federal St., during dedication held in the
Chicago Housing project. Ilse center is the first of its kind
in Chicago and is expected to increase the number of boys
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BIG CIVIL RIGHTS WORKERS

IS

o

President Lyndon B. Johnson is greeted as he arrives at a
Community Assembly in Washington sponsored by the National Urban League, by its chief executive, Whitney Young
Jr. Johnson announced that he has designated Vice President
elect Hubert Humphrey to coordinate the federal government's various programs aimed at "nothing less than full
assimilation of more than 21 million Negroes into American
life." (UPI Telephoto)
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=
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Jessie Banks (left), shows co-worker in Muskegon's Westran Corporation hour to do it. Banks, a veteran welder, has
been promoted to welder supervisor through efforts of the
Urban League's Skills Bank Program, designed to enable
talented Negroes to work at their highest skill, increase
their earnings and reduce manpower shortages.

•

Dr. Percy Julian (center), research chemist, spent three days on the Morgan State
College acmpus talking in small groups
with students in classrooms and holding
fireside chats in the McKeldin Student
Union. Dr. Julian, who retired this year
as president of the Julian Laboratories,
Inc.. and Laboratories Julian De Mexico,

_ 410
ANITIM773211SEIREIMENNIMOb.

is a consultant to manufacturing and research divisions. Smith, Kline and French
Laboratories. Shown (left to right), are
GIcrinda Lee, sophomore, Baltimore, Md.;
Charles Reaves, senior, Richmond, Va.;
Dr. Julian; Patricia Davis. senior„Aberdeen, Md.; and James D. Nichols. junior,
Baltimore, Md.

FIRESIDE CHATS IN CLASSROOM

midnight of Dec. 12 gaining its independence from Great Britain, The African nation will remain in the British Commonwealth. (UPI. Cablephoto'

KENYA'S FREE -KENYA TT A'S PRESIDENT
Jomo Kenyatla (center) is suorn in as the
Republic of Kenya's first president in Nairobi, Kenya, as his young Kikuyu wife,
Njina (kit) and Chief Justice Sir John Ainley look on. Kenya became a Republic at

$10,000 FOR NEGRO COLLEGE FUND
Edward B. Petersen 'light), general manager of Sears
Roebuck and Company's Chicrgo area stores. and director
of the Sears Roebuck Fcundation, presents a check for
SI0.000 for United Negro College Fund Campaign to Russ
Steuart, general cliaMmaii of the drive.

ANTI-TSHOMBE AFTE;MATH

MR I

Italian Communist member of Parliament Bruno Gombi
wipes blood from his head in Rome, after he and members
of the Italian Cimmunist Party clashed with plainclothes policemen while demonstrating against the arrival of Congolese
Premier Moise Tshombe. Tshombe had a 30-minute audience
with Pope Paul NI. Although they promised large-scale disturbances, the only action the Communists took was to
scatter protest leaflets in St. Peter's Square. (UPI Cablephoto)
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Teacher Plans For
Holiday Wedding

So, What's New?

A new concept cf protection
and convenience for family stoDon'
rage is provided by a new unit
contesi
which combines sanitized wardwill b.
robe space an& shelving for
dow,
from Woodstock High School sweaters and sundries. The
fiMn
where she was a mmnber of the berboard storage unit is treated
Wank
Future Business Leaders of to withstand 200 pounds of
be jud
America, NHA, Honor Society weight.
Judged
and the Gracious Ladies Club. It also has a fumidor unit, a
of Mn
She received the. Bachelor of perforated box attached to the
the ye
Science degree from Le Moyne hat shelf which assures more
College where she was Miss effective use of moth or pars
Mrs.
UNCF of 1963 and editor-of the lakes. The sanitizing of interior
retary
MUSIC LOVERS OF THE BLUFF CITY will have their
Yearbook. She was a member walls and shelves protects aMes
choice of the finest Christmas music during the coming weeks
of the Pre-Alumni club, student;gainst mildew.
a jour
NEA, and Le Moyne Players;
. . . beautiful renditions of "The Messiah" and other traditional
mg tri
hymns and carols are being presented by high school and colMiss Hollowell is a second
boys
groups
singing
other
various
and
choirs
church
clubs,
glee
lege
grade teacher at Cummings
blazed
One way to protect against
School, and is a member of
have
throughout the city in observance of the Christmas season.
infactions in the bathrooms is
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority.
They
;et use surfacing materials that
ONE OF THE EARLY PRESENTATIONS was heard on last
Mr. Walker was graduated
into fu
are as , impervious as possible,
Sunday afternoon when the New Era Club of St. John Baptist
from Douglasville High School
A f
MEMBERS OF THE DANCE pROUP
College, at 8:00 p.m. The group is under
such as ceramic tile. Real tile
Church, Vance and Orleans presented "11 Cantorium," in, their
at Little River, Ala., as valetrained for the open class presentation in
the direction of Willie Kelley who is the
numei
not only is sanitary, easily
second rendition of George Frederic Handel's oratorio, "The
dictorian of his class. He was
Rhomania Cotillion, the scholarship procoordinator of Rhomania Cotillion's open
not be
cleaned and durable, but also
Messiah." A newly organized group, these professional musipresident of the New Farmers
ject of Sigma Gamma Rho sorority, Friclass.
comes in a wide range of fadeMis
cians specialize in both the areas of' classic and popular music.
of America, and represented
day. December 11 at Bruce Hall, Le Moyne
il-looks Bros. Phot,
proof colors to brighten the
There are five men and four women, an accompanist and a diSADIE HOLLOWELL
his school in an oratorical conmodern bath.
'
Si
rector, and several honorary members who lend their talents
Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey J. Hollo- teat at Atlanta, Ga.
tatoes, 2 egg yolks, I tablespoot
gift ft
on occasion.
well, 3829 Hawkins Mill Road He attended Tuskegee Instiwith ;
grated onion, 1 teaspoon poul
An appreciative audience was in attendance as the excerpts announce the engagement of ute before joining the Navy
A Is
try seasonin.; and 44 teaspooe
were unfolded with solos by the beautiful voices of Messrs. their daughter, Miss Sadie where he is presently assigned There's no need to worry ahome.
Lucious Lamar. Lee Cunningham; sopranos Mrs. Georgia Bras- Louise Hollowell to Dusty R. o a RVAH 1 Inter Reconnais- bout damage to ceramic tile Your problem of what to do TURKEY POTATO PUFF salt in mixer bowl. Add beater
Welfo
in dirt if you leave windows of with leftover turkey from those
egg whites.
CASSEROLE
well, Mrs. Jacqueline Satterfield and Miss Barbara J. Whitley; Walker, son of Mrs. Sylvia sance Squad. He is classified
friend
from sudden showers or blown.
i Top with Pa cups choppec
altos, Mrs. Joy T. Bell and Mrs. Mettle P. Carter; and bassos, Walker of Little River, Ala- as an aviation eleeronics techbig holiday meals is solved with Use leftover holiday turkey!
The
turkey and sm cup turkey gravy.
bama, and nephew of Mrs. Na- ician with his specialty, radar. your bathroom open to air it this "Turkey Potato Puff CasRev. U. Grant Harvey and James T. Hyter.
them
in this delectable dish that's1 Spoon remainicg potato mixture
or keep it cool. Ceramic tile is
serole" recipe.
Other members of the chorous included Mrs. idella Greene, than Walker of Mobile, Alaba- His home base is Sandford, Fla.
Shirk
A Christmas wedding is plan- waterproof, so a rainstorm Suggested by test kitchens, dressed up enough to serve to! on top.
alto, and Louis Harvey, baritone. Their blending of voices, clever ma.
lent It
Drizzle with 1 tablespoor„.
won't hurt it, and any dust that
guests.
phrasing and sincere feeling are particularly fine examples of Miss Hollowell was graduated ed.
saanpoid admad aqi
good
melted butter. Bake at 375 deblows in can easily be removed 'pay
Beat
2
egg
whites
on
highest'
what hard practice and love for the art of music can produce.
taste-tantalizing casserole of
grees for 35 to 40 minutes, oi
could
with a damp cloth or spOnge.
Rosetta'
Mrs.
group.
fine
this
director
speed
of
of
mixer
is
until
stiff
Winfield
Harry
turkey, tuttey gravy, potatoes,
butl until top is golden brown.
The
pianist.
Wilson,
Russell
and
organist
eggs, onions, butter and season- not dry; set aside.
Peterson was
Serve immediately.
fashio
I
ing.
Combine 3 cups mashed po- Serves 6.
please
THE FORMAL DINNER AT THE WHITE HOUSE on Decem- . Co—Eds
Stains are always a major
man.
ber 7, in honor of the Right Honorable Harold Wilson, Prime Minkitchen problem. Heat, grease,
NolKE THIS 2/
ister of the United Kingdom of Great Britain was one of those
1
4N1
smoke, humidity or food can be
atis am 01
,
41.
"small dinners" that Washington is referring to, even though0
the source. Consequently, the
there were 147 guests other than the guest of honer.
wise homemaker looks for wall,
Our two gracious additions to the scene, Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
and floor surfacing materials
Willis were among the five "tinted" couples invited .The others
that are durable, stain-resistant
Ithis weekend.
racluded the Archibald Careys of Chicago, the Joel Motleys of
and easy to clean. This is why
In order to be eligible for the many choose ceramic tile.
New York (she Constance . . . NAACP); the Ernest J. Wilsons'
wi Aar As. 40 Wee AU wis
was Alb allt OD sia dip 40
oantest, a coed at LeMoyne It lasts forever and the glazJr., Wash. D.C. (Director of Foreign Students at Howard U.);
fabric
must have a high scholastic ed variety is one of the most
and the Carl Rowans.
focuse
record, she must possess lady- stain-resistant of all surfacing
The President and Mrs. Johnson received the Prime Minister
care.
like qualities and she must materials. And, real tile rein the Oval Room on the second floor of the White House where
able i
have participated in campus Sc. quires no waxing, polishing or
gifts were exchanged. Mr. Wilson received an autographed
synthe
refinishing.
photograph in sterling frame with Presidential seal; and a
lions c
ly.
leather bound edition or "My Hope for America" from the
• All-channel VHF-UHF reception with the new
Clot
President.
(3-E Tandem "82- integrated tuning system
geners
featuring
the exclusive "410" permatronic tran• Colors were presented at the foot of the stairs and guests were
sistor tuner.
received in the East Room, as the Marine Band provided the
• Front controls and front sound--easy to see
• Al
background music.
easy to use .. easy to hear.
tags
Dinner was served in the State Dining Room where guests
• Attractive textured plastic cabinet.
turer's
were seated at round tables. Flowers adorning the tables in• Fr
cluded red, white and purple anemones: yellow, orange and red
proper
ranunculus; heather: yellow and white Marguerite daisies; yelable k
low, bronze and white daisy type chrysanthemums; ant white
miniature white carnations.
The menu was . . Vol au vent of seafood Newberg . . .
/
Breast of duckling al'orange . . wild rice ... creamed spinach,
THIS MODEL ONLY
. endive and watercress salad . . . Brie cheese . . Souffle I
GERALDINE GRAY
the
glace Westminister. Each course was served with various wines
1,4 '1'4 1 4
4nd champagne.
Governor Clement was the host at the table where Mrs.
Willis was seated, which included four other guests from Tennessee. Mr. Willis was seated at a different table as was Mrs.
Clement who was seated at the speaker table ... causing some
to remark in jest that the Governor's wife was the VIP of the
family inasmuch as seating at that table is usually according
nual
sonar -** Ate
protocol.
pals
high s
The U.S. Army strings provided music during dessert, and
the M
'rig itY410i I
Howard Devron and his orchestra played for dancing after
.0•110.1411Ss
ducted
wailliale
dinner in the Ball Room.
on the
.10saisreart
Our charming Ann, who was once featured in Ebony Maga.16 *Wu sea
annou
...arkrareat
Your Choice
zine as one of the "Ten best-dressed" lived up to her role wear-ear rozia
.
.***111,
ing a beautiful floor length gown of Pacific blue silk, with a
Sholitei
•
Of Wood
stunning raised floral design woven into the material giving it
brocaded oriental effect. It featured a yide bow on the fitted
And Style'
belted bodice: and an A line skirt. This she wore with matchint'
accessories. Mrs. Johnson chose a gold satin strapless gown with
tistom 4-speed automatic changer, automatically
•
RADIO DISPATCHED - PROMPT COURTEOUS
a bow in back, and a matching gold and white satin stole.
plays intermix 12", 10" or 7" records • gptional.
They became acquainted with numerous members of the
CITY WIDE SERVICE - INSURED 24 HOURS
AM/FM/FM Stereo tuner • Four speakers • All
cabinet . . . of the Senate and House . . . and took time to look
wood cabinetry • Roomy record storage. .
in on the offices of Senators Gore and Bass be:ore catching
MARY GRAY
their plane for home Needless to say, they had a wonderful
NEN
S25-7733
NOTHING DOWN • 36 MONTHS TO PAY!!
A senior and junior, both
time in Washington, D.C.
the Lc
with the same last name, are
ing tc
SCORES OF MEMPHIANS joined Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Coch- in a heated contest for the
title
ballpl
ran, 729 Vance Avenue as they celebrated the opening of their of 'Miss LeMoyne.'
amons
all, newest business venture. Flora's Wedding Chapel and RecepRunning the closely matched
partm
tion Hall, with an Open House and Dedication, last Sunday at race are Miss Geraldine
Gray.
itv
3:00 p.m.
a senior. of 1171 Englewood,
I
Invocation was given by Elder Blair T. Hunt. Mr. Cochran and Miss Mar, Maxine Gray,
welcomed the visitors and gave the occasion. Words of greeting a junior of 1397 Ralston.
that c
came from H. A. Caldwell, in behalf of businesses; and from The contest comes to a close
the fo
Mrs. Marie L. Adams in behalf of Women's Clubs. Rev. S. A., -fourth
Owen delivered the dedicatorial message; and the Rebecca Economy
with
club of Metropolitan Baptist Church sang, "How Great Thou, Many home
game
designers are for'
Art." The family sang, "Bless This House," followed by re- I lowing the lead of architects
The
of
sponsive words fro mMrs. Cochrane. Rev. W. L. Varnado dc-public and commercial
ship a
building.
livered. the dedicatorial prayer. Mrs. Thelma Whalum was by using colorful ceramic tile
partm
mistress of ceremonies. Guests received tiny corsages in honor on bui,
.ding exteriors. Ceramic
er of
of the occasion.
Itile on the exterior if a home
in Bel
These are the
The home was beautifollv decorat-d. Refreshments were is eminently practical, as well
shoesthat-make
Served the guests in the reception rooms . . . Hostesses were as decorative.
campaign
members representing the Missionary Society: the Rebessa
It is virtually imrrviods 10
promises and
Club; the Annie L. Brown Health Club: Hiawatha Art and So- all types of weather, and can
keep them!
cial Club; Lelian Walker Art Club; Deacons Wives Auxiliary: he set over almost any subExcepLula C. Byas Service Club; Altar-Floral Committee: White Rib- surfacing material. The integral
tionally
bon Circle; Annie S. Church Temple: and Daughters of Tabor.'beauty of ceramic tile—It's aMr. and Mrs. Cochrane have served the public for many years Ivailable in more than no colors
in the floral business and have become a by-word in the com-Iand an infinite number of patmunity or quality service. We congratulate them on this their'terns--offer unusual opportun•
newest venture.
'ity for home design.
THE THIRTEENTH BIRTHDAY OE BRF:YDA KAYE BATTS, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bennie M. Batts, will be one
A
she will long remember! It was a party which every girl
!
oduerri,ed ,n
for . . . one that goes on and on and never seems to be over., I
TRI'E STORY
S825
Perhaps it was because the snot chosen for the occasion was i 62' CHEVROLET
and
well-designed and
v,,s, 2
the club rooms of a bowling alley.
COSAIOPULII AN
constructed for
677445,
61' RAMBLER
The room was attractively decorated with holiday colors .
comfort. Set on
the lovely birthday cake was decorated with a bowling lane 61' FORD
stacked heels
and detailed with such items as the score pad. The guests were '
C.
that give
served buffet style from a beautifully appointed table which
:510•15
pc:Nuxc
preference to
Pa.ver
featured green and red dyed sandwiches of tons . . cold cuts
walking
. . . cheese, etc. and they drank brightly colored Hawaiian
candidates.
$1045
59' OLOS
punch.
138 Supe/, 4 D•. A. Rona', 4,.se
The youngsters spent most of the evening around the MUSH.
box . . . and bowling. Long after the party was officially over 61' PLYMOJ
'0 Pa,s
. . . many of the young guests could be seen howling still. St.. W1c14,
n
Full Rode p
some with their parents who had come earlier to "pick them' 60' PLYMOUTH
•

SOCIETY

ifierry

Go-Bound

• By Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson
••••••••••••••••••••

HEALTH NOTE

What To Do With Leftover Turkey

BATH TIP

Seek T1tle Kitchen Protection
f 'Miss LeMoyne'

'lance
111110t.
penta6te

Fa

Peutaptae

TELEVISION

LITTLEJOHN TAXI SERVICE
We go anywhere anytime

The Perfect Gift!!
For The Whole Family

a'fift Weete
TAXI

9gsiclottt

STEREO CONSOLE

$128"

.46

afw ekreatita4/

Eig
Pla

We

NB
De

LOWEST PRICE EVER...

Aar'

For Real

7
1

for a

Casts your Votefor

—
"STACKS'

REDUCED!

Ls, Top
Joining in on all the gay fun were: Denise Batts, her sister;
—STA
Yvonne Hoof, Patricia White, Rosland Wright, Ethel Sengs- 58' MERCURY
Ma urader, 4 Dr., P one. R.H. 1
tackle, Angela Peacock. Carolyn Lewis, Telifa Ezell, Kate*
Owner, I 's Ready
and Roy Seymour, Lynn and Patricie Jones, Eaten Kaufman, i 57' MERCURY
$395
, Fluopped
Janet Horne, Deborah Northcross, Mitcheline Andersem, De-I Stot.un Wagon, Fun'
Reduc•bro S'l95
lores Bridgeforth, Veronica Moore, Gail Stewart. Shirley Jenk•s. Jacqueline Chism, Bernita Jones, Tony Williams, Christy
25 OTHER REAL VALUES
George Irving, George Gordon, Carl Cooper. Sidney
figaineld, 1,a Rue Keller, Mars-in Meetly, Carl Reynolds. LBWH-H HALL MOTOR CO.
wind Williams, Antonio Jones, Deborah Moss, Leslk WashIse-I
974 Chelsea Ave.
Kelvin
'1
ton. Antonio Berson. James Logan. William tIodces.
Phone
525-5118
Ilaygood,.1
wigs, Kelvin Willis, Mautice Johnson, Laurence
Open 730 A U. Til 9 P.M.
i
Derry Wilhite, Ellis and Regina Miller.
t
"
r

Mom ler I'own.

WHEN YOU THINK OF GENERAL ELECTRIC THINK OF:

GENERAL HOME SERVICE
2 BIG LOCATIONS
4551 'SUMMER

SHOE STORES
3 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
Laurelwood
Alf WO'S I LOW
Park Plaza
685-5521
3232616
45e-4203
406 S. Grove Parl Rd.
2250 Lamar Ave.
3019 Pori Avenue

1264 GETWELL
323-1171

1

f

Order by Phone!!
— GENERAL ELECTRIC AlITHOPIZEC SEP

662-4611
—
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HUMBOLT NEWS

rider
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open
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espooi
poul
aspoof
beater

sonnet"
gravy
iixturt

espoog,,
175 Gees, or

Don't forget to enter your name for the Christmas lighting
contest sponsored by the Gloxinia Art and Garden dub. Prizes
will be given for the best arranged house, yard, door, or window, and you could win if you try.
ilkMrs. Martha Lacey is chairman, and will supply you with a
WPank for entrance, or ask any member of the club. These will
be judged on Christmas eve night, and the Dyer homes will be
judged on the 23rd when the members will leave from the home
of Mrs. Erma Wynne where there will be the l‘ist meeting of
the year and gifts will be exchanged.
Mrs. J. S. Vance is president and Mrs. Olga Baskerville secretary.
Mesdames Mathis, Martin Vance and Miss Northcross made
a journey to the Lyon Quads home, which was a very interesting trip. The babies are all at home and are little dsrlings, two
boys like dad, and two girls like mother. The first girl born
blazed away to let everyone know she wanted attention. If you
have a heart you will let some of your love go those people.
They need you. When we got up on the ladder, it is easy to slip
into forgetfulness as to where we came from.
A friend of Mrs. Vances brought a car load of things too
numerous to list and left a $50 check for the program. This had
not been in her plans for the holidays, but she included it.
Miss Mable Northcross who has been here several days with
sister Lila and friends, is leaving for St. Louis, but before
Wing, she wrapped several gifts for the quads family and a
gift for every child at the kindergarten. God has blessed her
with a gift of unselfishness.
A lovely pre-Christmas dinner was served at the Northeross
home. The two sisters, Rev. and Mrs. Vance and Mrs. Corrine
Welford gathered around the table and waxed fat with food and
friendliness.
The parents and friends of the kindergarten are asked to pay
them a visit, for they are in a delightful atmosphere with Mrs.
Shirley Poston and her mother, Mrs. Coleman doing an excellent job with around 29 or thirty a day. Won't you think of the
good that is being done there, and give a little help"' Some club
could provide them with a telephone, they need one badly.
The Thursday Evening Sewing club presented a lovely tea with
fashions at the Methodist church, and the members were very
pleased with the success of the affair. Mrs. Aildie Roe is chairman.

f II ernj

and
.1izt1313U1

ihr

HOLIDAY FOOD BASKETS—Carrying baskets of foods
to the needy is • tradition at the Kansas. Street Elementary school where children are ta.rght to share whatever
they have, and here some of the children are seen with
the more than 25 baskets of food given to the needy in
the community for Thanksgiving and collected by the

boys and girls of the school. Teachers and the principal,
James A. Barber, gave money to help buy bread, chickens and other delicacies for each basket. Deliveries were
made by teachers after this photo was made in the auditorium. (MLR Photo)

with a resolution to give you the
finest service.
SOUTHERN FUNERAL,HOME
440 Vance Ave.
527-7311

W

he increased use of knit move perspiration more effecfabrics for all kinds of garments tively than cleaning fluids.
focuses attention on proper • Pre-treat soiled areas with
care. Since knitwear is avail- a mild detergent or soap soluable in wool, cotton, linen, silk, tion for easy spot and stain resynthetics and blencs, instruc- moval. Use a cleaning fluid for
tions on proper care vary wide- greasy spots :nd stains.
ly.
'After wearing woolen knitClothing specialists offer these wear, hang it over a chair oil
general care guides:
rack to air overnight.
* • •
• Knitwear will usually re• Always check labels or hang tain its shape better if folded
tags and follow the manufac- and placed on a shelf or in a
turer's instructions.
drawer than if hung on a hang* Frequent washing, if done er. However, many of the firm
properly, will not harm a wash- double knits may be hung on
able knit garment and will re- hangers.

SUAVETTERS CLUB CROWNS QUEEN — Mrs. Lottie
Covington was named Queen when the Suavetters Social
Club celebrated its second anniversary recently. Members
are shown left to right: Mrs. Bessie I.ancaster, president;
Mrs. Cora Franklin, vice president; Mrs. Illosse Reeves,

Eight Teams To
Play In Ninth
ipliday Meet

West Leads
NBA In Four
Departments

.

ftione

4

TI'S Soufh's 1.,,d1).9 awl Lame., dsclei,gove Fur,ires

,

secretary; henry Townsend, asst. bus. mgr.; Mrs. Lottie
Covington, business manager; Mrs. Emma Saulsbury,
hostess; Mrs. Matilda Townsend, treasurer; Mrs. Frances
Milan, and not shown Mrs. Annie B. Tate,

ALDON FURNITURE STORE
2506 JACKSON

458..6866

GIVE A GIFT FOR THE HOME
"COME IN THE WEEK- BEFORE XMAS ARO BE
A PART OF THIS XMAS SPECIAL"
Hidden
Footrest
Recliners

MONEY BY MAIL

ADDED COLOR

oita-zw***14140,0v,,
it FARMER'S
MARKET
!Store No. 1
2861 Lamar
sl

4

4

Ki

it

ment," Coach Johnson said.
Johnson, director of the meet.
Eight teams will compete — He pointed out that the eight!
teams in the meet were thel
Lester, Mitchell Road, HamilI
reply to invitations.
ton, Booker T. Washington, first to
Carver, Douglass, Geeter and lie said the tournament must!
be played as scheduled because'
Melrose.
these are the only dates availThe tourney has been approvable
ed by the Tennessee State
'
Scholastic Athletic Association Manassas, Father Bertrand
Woodstock sought admit-,
and
the
-TeMoyne college's ninth an- which ruled that no team inplay
lance to the meet but replied!
meet
will
be
permitted
to
nual Holiday Tournament for
too late.
high school basketball teams in more than one game a day.
First and second place troph-'
TIME LIMIT
the Memphis area will be conducted Dec. 26 and Dec. 28-29 "In order to comply with this ies will be provided by TSSAA.
on the Bruce Hall floor, it was ruling we can only use eight LeMoyne will award third and
announced this week by Jerry teams in the three-day tourna- fourth place trophies.
TO GET CUT
.506 batting average, supplant- A percentage of the gate also
ing last week's leader, P a ul will go to TSSAA.
!Neumann of Philadelphia, who Quarterfinals are scheduled
dropped to fourth with a .496 10 start Saturday, Dec. 26, at
6 p.m. with Carver going
mark.
Douglass. Hamilton
The other leaGers remain the against
same as last week, with - Vilt plays Washington at 7. Geeter
Chamberlain of San Francisco meets Melrose at 8 and Lester
continuing in the scoring lead and Mitchell clash at 9.
NEW YORK — Jerry West of with 803 points to West's 721. Semi-finals will begin at 8
the Los Angeles Lakers is prov- Walt Ballamy of Baltimore is on Monday night, Dec. 28, and
in third place with 665 tallies, finals are scheduled for the same
ing to be quite the complete Adrian Smith of Cincinnati
time on Tuesday night, Dec. 29.
ballplayer. This past week he is
continues to pace the foul --among the leaders in four deshooters with a .920 average,
partments. He is second in scor'MPH PAW YIP Pt pi ,
lIEN rr,Jv
and Bill Russell of Boston is
i
with 721 points, has a field
ahead in the rebound race with
percentage of .505 to hold
.1
552 retrieves, while Oscar
the number two spot in
d
Robertson of Cincinnati is far
that category, is seventh among
in front among the playmakers
and
with
.836,
the foul shooters
with 245 assists.'
fourth among the playmakers
with 129 assists for a 5.4 per
game average.
The only change in leader- Pieces of maraschino chership among the five scoring de- ries, oranges, or grapefruit fropartments saw Terry Disching- zen in ice cubes give added
s.
er of Detroit move into the lead color and flavor to iced beverin field goal percentage with a ages.
If you're between 25 and 65. steadily arn

it,

1 964 - 1965

We commence the New Year)

Family Knitwear, It
eeds Special Care

,

3EntasA
k
ear
/1

24 Hrs. Per Day
(We Never Close)

tStore No. 2
2261 S. Bellevue
Open 6 A.M.
till Midnight
4:*xtiotwittivevoot

ployed. you can borrow up to $900 on YOUR
SIGNAttIRE ALONE.
OUR SERVICE It FAST—Yre rush the money to
you when your application his been processed.
CONINDENTIAL--We DO NOT notify employer.
references or relatives.
SIMPLE—No emberressing interviews, no bine
off from work Fill out the epplication in the
privacy of your horn.. Drop it in the mail.
GOVERNMENT REGULATED—We are licensed
by the State, and operate under the Division of
Finance. Dept of Buslnina Administratioo.
lust circle the monthly peyment you desire.
fill in the spoliation blank below and sand
iii, ''-

NO DOWN
PAYMENT
First Payment
in 65'

MRS. EDWARD A. DRIVER, Pictured Aire wearieg a Niters!
Mink Stole.
Mink Prices
Start At

$ 225°°

DREAMS
COME TRUE

IS
24
30
CASH
MONTHLY MONTHLY MONTHLY
YOU
RECEIVE PAYMENTS'PAY MENTS4 PAYMENTS'
119.76
400
82823
$22 86
28.55
21 66
35 26
500
29.10
33 90
47 02
600
33 48
48.56
700
39 05
51.97
44
07
37.66
800
The ebove payments include creditor life
insurance

1

AT KING FURS

THE SOUTH'S MOST FABULOUS COLLECTION
OF BREATHTAKING FURS ARE NOW BEING
SHOWN AT KING FURS, THE WORLD'S LARGEST

PRINT INFORMATION REQUESTED DELOW

FUR SALON. IF YOU ARE EVEN CONSIDERING

AGE_

NAME
ADDRESS
Uri*
CITY
HOW LONG

THE PURCHASE OF A FUR, BEFORE MAKING

as.
STATI---

ANY DECISION, YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF,

TELEPHONE NO

TO SEE THE MAGNIFICENT SELECTION OF FURS

EMPLOYED BY
HOW LONG
OCCUPATION.

SALARY

IN EVERY PRICE RANGE.

NAME OF SPOUSE
EMPLOYED BY

STORE HOURS:

DATE YOU WISH TO PAY
CREDIT REFERENCES
1

9:30 A.M. TIL 9 P.M. EVERYDAY TIL 'CHRISTMAS

DEPT. TS

1
SIGNED
Rendering Feithful Weise FIN A QUArty Century

7Meaketk

We have courteous service.
We will pick you up and bring
you into the store. "Call Us"

guri gftlons
V,Pooh', Lo/4./7 /14/I 1,1,0,xt

MAIN AT UNION AND

SF I

01

e Perrier's

PERKINS EXTENOETt

SOU 659. POPLAR BLUFF. MISSOURI

1—
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&
DONALD DUCK

THE CISCO KID
11111,64015. Lag rattare SyMlirts

EC, FOPP,S TNIS THE
HOMORE YOU HiRED
TO EXTVCMINATE ME P

IT'S ESPIEN A WEEK SINCE
WE MAO TI-iAT
SHE'S SURELY COOLED
,NOW!
OPP ES,

HERE WE ART., HLIEX..
MILK TOAST FOR 7I-1E
TUMMY ACHS_'
CEO you cACE.1
MY TEACHER
AND TELL. HER)

TOH,HERE'S"
NOT
THE MORNING GAPER!

NO-NO,CSC° D-DON'T I
HURT ME! I W-WAS youR•
FRIS1-V WHEN YOU WERE
ALIVE!
P

1964
Walt Ma,PnAucuons
add Riot.Its.n...4

-/

ETTA KETT

BRICK BRAD7ORC
THERE MUST e}e
HE MUST HAVE HAD
A F000 5UPPLY
A VIOLENT REACTION
ON HS TIME-TOP!
TO 1146 FOOD He
HE SHOULD HAVE
ATE! HE IS NOT
ACCUSTOMED TO RAw SOME OF HIS
OWN KIND OF
CHEmicAL.sl.
FOOD

YRS,siRtr.
CLAUDIA WOULD
DO THAT VERY
KNOW.... HAVE HER.
LITTLE THING
RELEASED AND TAKEN
AT ONCE t
TO THE TIME-TOP...
WANT TO GET MY
GO WITH HER,
SHOW ON THE
KOSISS!
ROAD!

1 GUESS YOUR
FATHER THINKS I'LL
NEVER AMOUNT TO
MUCH!I'LL
k SHOW HIM!

You DID ? NO

OH,DAD!5E
How WRONG
YOU WERE
ABOUT HIM!!

k DOING ." BOY,
YOU'RE THE
...REATEST
9

e

YOu KNOW THOSE
RECORDS HE.
BoRRoVqED.2 THE.
pNES I HATE

VERY
FUNNY!

h

CLA4.40/A /5 AMEASE0 AND SOIE
.../0/A/R0 AtY Acadia's ON 7-15 77/46-7Ve.-

HERE'S SOMETHING AS ImRoRTANT
As THE FOOD ..,. A REmOTE-CONTROLDevIcs....KOSOS, oAAI you A-11120
7A-1/5 iNSTRuMfWr CINDER )OuR
CAPE F

THE TOP ,S WELLSUPPLieD WITH FOOD
CON CEN TRATes....THEY
Aim IN ONE OF THESE
LOCKER ROOMS!

I'LL LEAVE
THE TIP:-YOU
PAY THE CHECK!

IFYOu GEr YOUR
FATHER To BooST"
You? ALLOWANCE
;
WE CAN AFFORD
TO GO STEADY/

•

HENRY

SECRET AGENT X9
- escoRme THAT ATTACHE CASE
AWAY FROM THAT COuRat LOOKS
LKS
PAy Opp
evetki osTrER

°Ace
airtorne,
the
cabin of'
airliner
Comes
to

•
. CASE
THAT ATTACHE
PROVABLY HOLDS
SOMETHING IcoULD
TURN INTOA
! Ur L
FOOMINE
MIGHT AS HL.
FORGET IT!

THAT COURIER IsNT
ASCOT TO GIVE ANYONE
THE KEY TO UNLOCK
THAT WRIST 5TRAp!

0

POPE YE

BIG BEN BOLT

FEED THE WORLDS BIGGEsT
RABBiT BuNNY_TEN CENTS
A CARIZoT!

WIMPY DIDN'T FEED ','ES
EVIL-SPELL COOKIES TO
ME Lit COUSIN...
HE ET THEM
HIMSELF!

IF -rucKWELL HAS ELOPED wrTH
MY DAueHTER,m OisowN THE
GIRL.HONEYER,THE PUSLICITY
MIGHT DAMAGE A MAN IN
MY POSTON...

AND 7 DON'T wAKT
-THAT.THIS MAI'luY uTTLE
IkAcKMAILER—SERMAN—
MIGHT HAVE To re DEALT
wrTH.ARE YOU wiL.LING
'To HANDLE IT FoR mE?

7CAN'T EVEN AFFORD
TON SEEN iN THE
COMPANY CC VERMIN
UKE THAT, MR.
DUKE.

CuRsEs! / HAD sucH
HOPES OP MAKING
PoPEyE MAD— MY
EVIL TRICK BACKFIRED!

INSTEAD OF SMASH
EATING MY COOKIE'S,
THAT PIG WIMPY ATE
THEM AND TuRNIED
INTO A
MONSTROUS
RAT3Brr!

UGH!I CAN'T STAND
THEM 'BEING So HAPPY!
I'LL HAVE To TuRN
HIM BACK TO
NORMAL!

1)
1

,
I

FELIX THE CAT

FELIX THE CAT
EON'Tga AFRAig - OWING AT ME,
AN I'LL TELL YOU WHAT
YOU'RE DOING
WRONG,'

0717-.
4 1
148

ADEC.15 AT 10:31 Ail.
AIVIIEUSER BUSCH
• ROLLED OUT ITS
10,000,000611ARREL
• OF BEER THIS YEAR!
Never before in history has a single brewer
produced ten million barrels of beer in one
year.To Anheuser-Busch,of course,this industry record is a tremendous source ofsatisfaction.
But this record is far more than that. It is a
clear indication of the successful cooperation of
American management and labor... of the continued growth of America's prosperity...of the ability
of good products to win ever-increasing acceptance
in the marketplace.
Anheuser-Busch beer is produced for enjoyment
and refreshment. But ten million barrels of beer
produces other things: employment for thousands
of people who work in our breweries...income for
farmers and for folks who work in the paper, metal,
plastic,and glass industries...and funds for federal
and state taxes to improve schools, build roads and
fight poverty.
This year alone,for example,the beers brewed
by Anheuser-Busch will provide more than
$90 million in federal taxes and more than $45 million in state taxes.
When that ten millionth barrel rolled off
the production line, we stopped and drank a
toast to the millions of people who enjoy our
fine beers. Thanks...ten million of them!

ANIIEUSER

Budweiser,
teal%

16411a:100
,
S=
r
4e7r441

BC$11110 Al SI LOWS MO,L'. g
.,/,
9,
,I;Vi44t4t.94414kavItt

BUSCI1,-INC•

ST. LOUIS•NEWARK•LOS ANGELES•TAMPA•and soon HOUSTON
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Seventeen Inducted
Into Honor Society

Last Chance To See
Live Xmas Pageant
One of the highlights of re- nights.
LIVE ANIMALS
cent Christmas celebrations in
Live animals, colorful lightthe Memphis area will be reing, (designed to fit the mood
peated this year. The elaborate of each scene), and background
Christmas display, "GOD'S narration and music will enGIFT TO MAN" which has in- hance the effectiveness of these
spired thousands for the past living scenes. A printed brochure describing each scene
four years, will be presented with Holy Scripture will be
on the lawn of the Davant Ave- given to those who view the livnue Methodist Church during ing tableaux. Of course, there
the evenings of December 19-22. is no charge and no offering
will be received.
The Rev. Ed Crump, Jr., pasPeople of Memphis and the
announced
church,
the
tor of
Mid-South are invited to drive
that these eight scenes depict- by the Davant Avenue Methodjog significant events in theist Church, December 19-22, 7.
entire life of Jesus Christ wilF9 p.m., and witness this prebe a series of living tableaux'sentation of the real meaning
covering a city block. He stated of Christmas. Remember, this
that this presentation will be will be your last opportunity to
given his Christmas season see this tableaux, "GOD'S
GIFT TO MAN." You will not
FOR THE LAST TIME.
More than 100 church mem- want to miss it.
bers who portray th .- various The Church is located five
. .
characters will operate in half- blocks south cf Southgate Shophour shifts during the pageant
ping Center and two blocks
hours of .9 p.m. each evening
Saturday, December 19 through west of highway 61, South (3rd
Tuesday, December 22, four Street).

Seventeen students from the Carolyn Boyland, Samuel Cavijunior and senior high school ness, Elaine Dotson, Car,
Hunter, Cheryl Means, D.
classes were inducted into
Rhodes, and Mary Simmons.
membership in the Lester High A mammoth crowd of p
School Chapter of the National ents, relatives, and friends of
Honor Society on Friday, Dec- the new members witnes
ember 4.
Fe
the program. Also present
Names of the new members teacher-sponsors and mem rs
are Alma Allen, Juanita An- of the chapters of the o er
thony, Carolyn Campbell, Mel- city high schools.
vena Conner, Virta Crawford, The advisers of the Le er
Freda Garner, Henry Key, La- chapter are: Mrs. Frances M
Jean Martin, Judy Morrow, Duvall, Mrs. Felicia M. Sartin,
Vennie Morton, Gloria Parker, and Mr. T. W. Perkins. Mr. R.
ddie Scott, Jr., Eva Smith, H. Morris is principal of the
Shirley Taylor, Virginia Turner, school.
Artie Watson, and M a r y:
Wright.
The speaker for the occasion
was Mrs. Georgia V. Harvey,
counselor and English teacher
of Manassas High School. The
SEATTLE — (UPI) —
ceremony for new members
was conducted by Mrs. George eran Eddie Cotton and rugt
W. Cox, assistant principal of Wayne Thornton meet here in
a 12-round lig'n-heavyweight
LaRose Elementary school.
Other members of the chapter fight which could earn the wina title shot.
ner
from the previous year are:

•,

Cotton, Thornton
In 12-Round Bout

KINDERGARTEN ROYALTY—St. Paul's Kindergarten at
1144 E. McLemore presented Its annual king and queen contest and fashionette recently, and climaxed the event by
crowning little Miss Karen Bonner, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John Bonner of 2430 Samuels rd. as queen, and Earl
DeWayne Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs. William Parker of

1272 Guabco rd. as king, and the two rulers for 1965 are se
in the center. Every child wearing a smile was a contestant
for the honor. Mrs. Ola Campbell was narrator for the event
and Mrs. Jessye Bennett Adams supervisor of the kindertarten. (Robinson Photo)

IT'S HERE ... TRY SOME TODAY

HOUSEHOLD HINT

son, Jeff Stewart, Robert Allen, Orcan Martin, Louis RutTo dampen clothes for ironledge and Brother Yeldell.
On the :Finance Committee ing, a bottle that is easy to hold
are James Black, Willie Nel- and is corked with a sprinkler
the building, which will be next work is scheduled to be corn- Plans for the new building son and John L. Marlin.
top usually dispense moisture
architect,
the
were drawn by
According to Minister Yeldell, more evenly than hand sprinkdoor to the present building. pleted within eight months of
Robert Smith.
Brother Yeldell said that the the time it is begun.
Members of the Building the present membership of the ling. Atomizer sprinklers also
are available.
Committee are A. L. Thomp- church is about 750.

Church Of ChristBegins Building
Ground has been broken and
construction will soon begin on
a $176,000 building program
for the Vance Avenue Church
of Christ.
The ground-breaking ceremony was held on Sunday, Dec.
6, with the pastor, Brother Nokomis Yeldell, officiating.
Turning over the first spade
of earth to officially start the
project was Robert Allen, a
deacon at the church.
The project will include a
new church auditorium with
1,000 seating capacity and the
division of the present house of
worship into six classrooms.
Contractors for the buliding
is Edgar Davis and Sons, who
were to start immediately on

Vett

1064
May the joy and peace
of the Christmas spirit
ever be yours, and may
you have a very happy
and blessed Christmas.

STROZIER'S PHARMACY
Memphis, Tenn.

NAACP
S100
AT YOUR LOCAL DRUGGIST

ELECTION NOTICE

2192 Chelsea Ave.
Phone: 276-2588

ARTHRITIS

The polls for election of officers and members of the
executive committee of the Memphis Branch, NAACP,
will be open from 12:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., Saturday,

litinatteg

December 19, at NAACP Office, 234 Hernando St.

ENT
DIFITN
ACHES & PAINS

All members are urged to vote;

FOR

Rub Away The Pain lie Others Have Done For Fifty Yea

Also

D. GRAHAM MONACA I. COMPANY,41130 Gnaw fron An.. Chicago 7KI•ond

The Annual Meeting of the NAACP will be held at 4:00
p.m., Sunday, December 20 at Mt Olive C M.E Church

Arthur Rankins

Ivory Tyler

COLDS
MUSCULAR
ACHES
dr PAINS
STIFF :JOINTS

0
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C1,(37111n3

IT'S HERE ... TRY SOME TODAY

0

William Mickens

Harrel Verges

It's time again to look back
with pleasure and sincerely say.

THANK YOU
and
'HAPPY HOLIDAYS'
"JOIN THE STAG
LINE"
Distributed by

A. S. Barboro, Inc.

119 St. Paul Street
io.tc4e oj Zattity 3igee 11777

$100
AT YOUR LOCAL DRUGGIST
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FOR ACHES & PAINS

Rub Away The Pain Like Others Have Done For Fifty Years
D. GRAHAM McDONALD 8 COMPANY, 4830 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago — KEnwood 6-1730

You Find the Smartest
in Clothing
Men or Women

WE WELCOME YOUR
HOLIDAY SHOPPING
... CHARGE IT ...

154 SO. MAIN
527-8037

0

1964
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TILE TO TOP

paper and other materials, buti
One way to determine the can't hurt ceramic tile.
quality of a home is to check Tile now comes in a uider
whether ceramic tile extends rang- of sizes, shapes and shaall the way to the ceiling on des than ever before, making
bathroom walls. Steam and wa- it easier to create handsome
ter can damage paint, wall. bathroom designs.

•-
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1964

•

C. E. HENDRICKS
President

EVERYBODY IS GOING TO
GET THEIR HOLIDAY CASH
OUT OF THIS DOOR
Office Hours: 9 to h Daily
9 to 1 p.m. Thursday
9 to Noon Saturday

118 Monroe Airenue

525-0431

, Brown knots Houston
is a stockholder and It currentThe amazing Jim Brown is ly drawing a lucrative salary
a
household name around that will continue until his con('lcveland where his feats. in tract expires.
I the National Football League In a national magazine story
make for good conversation. that came in two parts the
I The former Syracuse great Browns' premier fullback pointscored his 105th touchdown last ed out that the autocratic tacISaturday afternoon to help ks employed by Paul had a
I Cleveland trample the New demoralizing affect on the
York Giants 52-20 at Yankee players. When the coach got
his walking papers the conStadium.
Brown, a consistent mem- sensus of the experts was that
ber of the 1,000-yards-rushing-a the Browns owner had a choice
season club, caught a short to make and Al Moddel chose
pass from Frank Ryan for the a great player in preference
record-tying touchdown. Before to the great coach.
turning over the ball carrying The Browns had to defeat the
duties to his understudy Char- Giants in order to clinch -their
ley Scales, Brown plowed un- first division title since 1957.
der and over the New York The Eastern Division winners
defense for 99 yards in 20 at- take on Baltimore, champs in
the Western Division. The Natempts.
The name Brown is an insti- tional Football League Chamtution with the Cleveland team. pionship pits the fine field genPaul Brown coached the Browns eralship of quarterback Johnto many successful campaigns. ny Unitas and Lenny Moore for
It is ironic that the former the Colts and the passing of
Cleveland mentor, master of Ryan and ball lugging of Jim
the player messenger system, Brown for the Browns.
OWEN CAGERS STREAK
university, and Dr. art M. Hill, right, president of Kentucky would be oustered because of a
PRESIDENTS IN FIELD—Three college presidents whom
State college, received passing grades in bird hunting and rumored difference of opinion Owen College has juminitroff
the results of a quail hunt at Circle Valley, the Dixon Counviere rewarded with the gifts—the products of their marks. that Paul had with Jim. Paul to a flying start with three
ty (Tenn.) ranch of Tennessee State university's Dr. W. S.
consecutive victories in the inmanship. (Joe Zinn Photo)
Davis, center. Guests, Dr. Stephen Wright, president of Fisk
fant basketball season. The
76ers
weight championship against
Green Hornets have numbered
Riggio
They are scheduleu for 15 co-promoter
Jimmy
among its victims the MissisCarter, rounds at Convention Hall. Gi(Hurricane)
Rubin
said he hoped for a crowd of
sippi Junior Virally -of Holly
stocky, muscular, 27-year-old ardello, riding a string of sevscat hall
most explosive slugger in the en straight victories, has gone 12,000 in the 16,600 Springs,
Utica,
Mississippi
but
his
and a gate of $200,000;
SYRACUSE, N.Y. — (UPI)— and Coahoma of
160-pounci1 division.
Clarksdale,
title distance before.
closest frienas said Riggio The Philadelphia 76ers, behind
Despite his age of 34, the For this exemplary match would be lucky to get half the clutch shooting of veteran Mississippi. Owen is a member of the Southern • Intercolrangy, dark-haired "Pal Joey" of a boxer against a puncher. I hose figures
backcourt ace Hal Greer, ralof Cherry Hill, N.J., is falied from a seven-point deficit legiate Conference. The wins
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) — vored at 7-5. to whip the
in the final period to beat the over Coahoma and Utica were
—Joey Giardello, a smart and challenger from Paterson, N.
New York Knickerbockers. 121- SIC tilts.
tough veteran who claims nev- J., who has a reputation for
115, in a National Basketball Charles Cabbage, a member
er to have been knocked off tiring if he doesn't detonate
of the Owens agregation last
Association gamehis feet, attempts his first de- a knockout punch in the first
A crowd of 2,500 at War Me- year, is now attending Morefense of the World Middle- four rounds.
morial Stadium saw the Knicks house College in Atlanta, Ga.,
'
gain a 93-86 lead entering the and is playing basketball with
final period. But the 76ers out- the Maroons.
ARKANSAS STATE
scored the New Yorkers, 35-22,
PHONE 452 9316
in the session.
TRIUMPHS
Greer, who usually does well Arkansas AM&M repeated an
against the Knicks, led all earlier victory over Stillman
scorers with 34 points, 16 of College 100.87 last Saturday
them coming on the foul line. night at Pine Bluff. The week
He was ably assisted by John before, the Golden Lions went
MAGIC TUNNEL CAR WASH
Kerr, who had 23 points, and over the century malt to derookie Lucioqs Jackson with 22. feat the Tuscaloosa, Alabama,
1 00
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
Len Chappell had one of his quintet. The Lions face a tough
best nights of the season for'the grind when they take on their
Knicks and led them with 26 Southwest Conference schedule.
points. John Egan added 15 and Heading that list of tough :foes
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
2544 SUMMER AVE.
Jim Barnes had 14.
is Jackson State where Coach
After trailing, 90-28, at the
Harrison Wilson has consistentend of the first quarter, the
ly floored crack teams. SouthKnicks took a 60-54 advantage
ern knocked off Paul Quinn 134at halftime.
81 last week and the score indicates the Jaguars are in good
Know Your Negro History running form. Rounding out a •
In 1812, black sailors made up four team conference dogfight
one-sixh of the force fighting Is Grambling, perenially rankunder Perry who was himself ed high among small college
part Negro) and MacDonough. teams.

OUTSCORE
KNICKS, 121-115

Botl I Predict
Knockouts In
1Title Match

KING'S PALACE

rolovq
647NDRY

Stocking Stuffers
CANDY CANES

5 for 5° in ILOC each

CARL'S

THE QUICKEST FRIED CHICKEN
IN TOWN
WAITING IS NOT A PROBLEM

Always a favorite. Peppermint candy
canes for the tree, gift wrapping,
party favors. It won't be Christmas
•
without them.
FILLED STOCKINGS

100 to 980
Stuffed full with lots of goodies.
Plastic novelty toys, assorted candies,
cut-outs. Fun for hours and hours, m

ONLY

A

HARD CANDY

39'lb.

7 MINUTES

COMPLETE COOKED CHICKEN ORDER

201 Beale Ave.

Deluxe mix ... flavors the whole
family loves. Cherry, orange, lemon,
lime, peppermint, morel

1111111•1111•1111111111111mmIKINIIIMIN•Millmmle•misiliiift
fa
•
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
m

JA 6-9254
a
•
•

BOXED CHOCOLATES

The GO He'll Appreciate
All Year Long

330 to $1." box house.

Satisfy every sweet tooth in the
Delicious assortments of creamy
milk chocolate.

X
•
I

CAR WASIal
Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Sat. Open 8 A.M. to 6 PM.
Sun. Open 8 AM. to 2 P.M.

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
I
thru
Friday

•
•
•

---si
a
a
•
a
s
•

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :
•
•
a
a
Summer at Baltic
3100

flomams•s••••■••••••■••••rnme

•
7Preedooteig i4 94.44e4a4

•

Chocolate
Cordial Cherries
Milk
Chocolate

49c
Box

A surprise in every bite.
Cherry center with cordial
syrup surrounded by mouthwatering milk chocolate.
Such a thoughtful gift for
friends and neighbors.

Biq 2-lb. Box

Chocolate Candy
Gift
Assortment

$149

Realizing the value of our
manyfriends, we extend to
all sincere greetings and
best wishes of the season.

Enough for all your Christmastime friends and the
family, too. Assorted fresh
delicious milk chocolates.

You Can Buy More and Spend Less at KRESS!

KRESS
STORE HOURS: 9:30 AM to 5:30 PM
Daily MU Xmas

TRI-STATE BANK
386 Beale
Memphis, Tenn.

Street

The
Smartest
in
Women's
Clothing
LEO KING

See Leo King
for The Pair Just Meant
For Him
AIR Has A

Store Hours:
9:30 AM-5:30 PM
Thursday
9:30 AM-8:30 PM

Complete Gift Section
For The Man

JA 6-8478
BEASLEY,.JONES RAGLAND

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

99 South Main
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

9 NO. MAIN STREET

41

Do Your Chrictotas Shopping
Where Fashions Are Design For You.
N. Main Street
Phore 525-2002

Page
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James Gordon and Jimmy
Charlton at the forwards, George Fed at center and Capt.
Paul Lowery and James San
dridge at the guards turned out
to be a dependable group.
'CAPABLE MEN'
Charlton and Lowery, both
seniors, proved to all concerned that they are capable men
on the floor and worthy of their
The Magicians of LeMoyne Brown.
But, Jerry Johnson's talent- scholarships. Fed turned In a
College added the Fisk Univer-'
heavy LeMoynites were just a bangup job and Gordon was the
of
list
their
sity Bulldogs to
little toomuch for the invading master as usual. The fetfootvictims last Wednesday night Nashville aggregation.
ed Sandridge gave an excellent
before a near-capacity crowd When the smoke had cleared account of himself too.
and the final whistle blown, Le- A coming youngster on the
in Bruce Hall.
Magician squad is freshman
Moyne was on top 89-78.
Fisk came to Memphis with
2-0 RECORD
Sidney Weathers, a guard from
two conference victories dangl- The win ovcr Fisk gave Le- Louisville. Also contributing to
ing from their belts. They had Moyne a 2-0 record in the SIAC. he LeMoyne victory were Mardefeated Tuskegee and Morris The Magicians turned back ion Brewer, McKinley Jones
Alabama State, 85-77, in the lo- and Tyronne Battle.
cal opener, Dec. 5.
Following the Christmas holiMembers of the League of LeMoyne led at halftime, 34- days, LeMoyne will play eight
- TuskeMercy, an .organization of Sal- 32, and twice in the second games in Bruce Hall
Jan. 7;
ation Army women, made a frame they saw their leads of 10 gee, Jan. 4; Benedict,
Jan. 11; Miles, Jan. 15;
total of more than 2,500,000 pa- points dwindle down to two, but Dillard,
Jan. 30; Philtient visits in more than 8,000 each time they bounced back Alabama A&M,
Feb. 3; and Allen,
institutions across the country and pulled out in front of the nder Smith,
Feb. 8, and Bethune-Cookman,
last year. Many of these visits Bulldogs.
were made at Chirstmas time. Johnson's starting five of Feb. 16.

Bulldogs Fall
To Magicians

League Of Mercy

E:3

By Mrs. Cornell Wolfe

•

PENALTY STROKE
A penaly stroke has been called against golf in Memihis all
because somebody was playing the game and didn't re ad the
rules on the score card. This fact was brought to light by Carling Brewing Company's D.A. Willis Marketing Coordinator of
special promotion from Cleveland, Ohio and Ed Jenkins Southern Division Representative of Atlanta, Georgia who are spending time here to enlighten us on what this company is doing in

our fair city.
Willis says, "A.S. Barboro Inc. (Stag) has a new salesman
Phillip Phil Carr of 833 E. Trigg and a helper Hurley Bass of 235
N. Dunlap working the South Memphis area also a sales representative Wallace Rice of 386 Boyd who has been with the
company for quite sometime."
Mr. Willis who has been with the company for 16 years was
sales representative in Memphis for seven years until the
boundary line was moved. He adds, "Our company sponsors
from Syracuse, N. Y.; Paul Lowery, guard the richest tournament in golf, the Carling World Open, where
LeMOYNE'S TOPNOTCH SENIORS-These
from New Brighton, Pa.; and James Gordon, people from all over the world compete. You may recall it wa9
three seniors are giving LeMoyne's Magisturdy and durable forward from Louisville, in the tournament this year that Pete Brown the golfer from
clans the much needed punch this season.
Kentucky.
Left to right: Jimmy 'Charlton, forward
Jackson, Mississippi, came in fourth and tied with the golfing
great Ben Hogan. We pour more money in golf than any other
brewer in the States. Incidentally Kathleen Johnson a golfer
Of Memphis was our poster girl from 1956 to 1957."
Dollar Sanders will attest, "Of the 72 trophies I own, many are
from the Stag company. In fact my last one is, am: I won it
1964
this year. I can truthfully say that the Stag company leads the
way in giving us trophies and ads for our golf tournaments
The sixth "Light the Way For Highway Safety" camraign has every year."
by
industrial
endorsed
been
b
of
campaign
Highway Safety"
Brewing Company is in the process of shooting
firms and trucking lines across The Carling
1964 is scheduled to begin the state and is supported by par or under par golf in the future, but penalty strokes can
Christmas Eve afternoon for major insurance companies, hurt your score and very few golfers can afford to take them.
read the rules on the score card the next
more than 7,000 Southern Bell civtc clubs and the Tennessee Please Mr. Golfer
time you play a round.
employees throughout Tennes- Department of Safety.

7,000 Lights With A
Message:'Be Careful'

Acam '0/6_

SPECIAL SAVINGS
Fine Quality

Golfing With Lil

Handbags

hd. la;
plus 9
9
2
$

r,
I o tetsh you joy and
happiness for Christmas and to extend our
thanks to ourfriends.
Dorothy Johnson
Peter Sansone

A beautiful collection of
fine styles ... fully lined
and handsomely detailed! Select from tapestries; imitation reptiles;
Belgian linens; cut velvets; leather-like vinyls.
Like chain handles?
We've got them along
with single and double
straps. Zipper pockets?
Yes ... all the expensive
extras are here. In black,
brown and fashion colors.

William James Robinson
Joan Hampton
Don Sansone

SANSONE PACKAGE LIQUOR STORE
Linden at South Wellington

see.
As employees leave work for
the Christmas holiday week.
will turn on their
end,
car lights and keep them on
while driving until 8 a.m. Monday, December 28. This will
serve as a reminder to the
driver and to on-coming drivers to drive safely.
In addition to keeping car
lights on, employees will again
be asked_ to observe five common sense rules of the road
which are:
Do not exceed the posted
speed limit.
Drive according to weather
conditions.
Yield the right-of-way even
though the other fellow is
dead wrong.
If you drink-don't drive.
Give pedestrians a brake
The "Light the Way For

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME

Mother's name

Address

Number of papers wanted weekly

Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

Classified Ads

RELAXING
Quiet games followed by a
relaxing story or soft music IN MEMORY OF MY MOTHER
THIS
can do much to get a child BETTY COTTON, ON
DECEMBER 16, 1964, MOTHER
off to sleep.
IOF MARY MORRIS.

'tis the season to crow a little

Jewelry

• • •

Furn. For Salo

Houses For Sale
OWN YOUR OWN HOME IN BEAUtaut Lakewood Garden. No money
down. Low rates. Call Mollundro Penny Realty Company. 357-1143, 358.
1143 or 357-2775.

TWO FURN. ROOMS, 26 & $7 WE.
Single man or working woman. Use
of utilities & telephone. Can arrange
to a person on welfare or retired by
mo., cheaper. Between Crump Blvd. &
Bkr. T. Hi S.M. No. 4 or S (Walker)
Bus Line. 547 Dutro. JA 6-0176.

TWO FURN. ROOMS. $6 is $7 WK.
ISingle man or working wofnan. One
of utilities, & telephone. Can arrange
to a peison on welfare or rallied by
mo., cheaper. Between Crump Blvd.
like. T. kit. Schl. No. 4 or 8 ( Walkeri
I Bus Line. 547 MO°. JA 641116.

Lia CR.

22132:121
0
The perfect gift to accent
any outfit. Beautiful selections in simulated
pearls and magnificent
stone sets. All handsomely gift boxed. The
gift that looks three times

a

Jobs waiting M&M Agcy. 210 Poet
MAIDS - N.Y. - to $65 wk. Tickets nest
e Westbury. N.Y.

WANTED
Two teachers, (Male or Female) For
educational work In spare time. WIII
not interfere with present activities.
Reply to: Teachers, Box 311
Tri-State Defender
Name
Address
Telephone No
School, now working

the price!

Niftygifty
„...041110010°
Newest Style

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
saleswomen
and
Salesmen
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent arc! 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRUSTATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.
FEMALE HELP WANTED
Attractive. Intelligent. alert; representative for Chicago agency, 17 No.
State St., Slide 1320. Chicago 2. Ill.

Gift Gloves
Fashion at Her Fingertips

PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)

3for 59c

proofoperators,
Linotype
readers and floormen. Only experienced personnel should apply. Write, Personnel Dept. c-o
S.
Chicago Defender, 2400
Michigan Ave., Chicago G0616,
Illinois.

Woven or stretch nylon and
elegant vinyl "aid- glove/.
Many with shirred wrist.
White. black, fashion colors.
Assorted lengths.

EXPER. BABY SITTER

Better Quality Costs Len at Kress

NEEDS WORK
Neat in appearance, years of
experience. Prefer hours of
AM to 5 P.M. Mrs..iadle Askew
948.3649

K RESS

100 MAIDS NEEDED NoW
Hixbert salaries. No Mratung to start
No experience needed. Nicest
work
hcmeee. Enjoy own room with TV.
Free gift on arrival.
Fare advanced
Sleet your friends bare, rand name and
phone number of reference immediately.
ABLE MAIDS AGENCY
163 N. Hain Street
Freeport. N Y

STORE HOURS: 9:30 AM to 5:30 PM
Daily thru Xmas

9 NO. MAIN STREET

For Rent
'Apts.
I

Old Crow has been the inspired gift
bourbon for 129 years. Most mellow
and tasty and very smooth. This year, I
the No.1 Favorite comes in a festive
holiday wrap.Old Crow...great to give, Help Wanted
great to get.
America's most-gifted Bourbon

Always a welcome gift.
Dainty embroidered
Swiss style cottons. Assorted colors on white
Gift Boxed.

NEWSBOYS

2 510.11, old living Room suite for
sale: Italia. Pro.incial. Onle arrange tern... Also 21 in. TV. Can
E. Jones.
946-9591. 1399 McMillian.

ONLY $300 DOWN

Pearls and Colorful
Stone Set

Embroidered
Cotton Handkerchiefs

NOTICE

mere mew soon warn se form num istorrnforrifissastsssonntre.rnonster.

M Dig. Gilgit. GOOD NEW YORK
1.15 E-114 Jong. $30-55 PER WE.
PARE ADVANCED.
HAROLD EMPLOYMENT AORN( 2
BOX 21
LYNBROOK, N. T.

1794 NoRFOLE
Nice three bedroom house with
...rellent large lot. 50.278. Mrs.
E. L. rant. 276-7000.
JOHN B. 60011101N ('ii.
REALTORS
327-8636
Poplar Plliad
MR. G.I.
This Is your last r lance to buY
melt, duplex. 5Awo sole hos
separate entrance and bath. MonthInclodm prInchml.
l) notes
Interest, taxes and Insurance. You
ran rent one sole for $55 per
month.

For Sale Misc.

FOR SALE: Jeep. 564 50. hosts 56.18,
typewi item $4.15, airplanes 572 20.
autos, farm tractor., and many others
too numerous to mention. Direct fmm
U.R. Government. For complete directory where to buy In your state, send
$1.00. or $1.75 for national directory
to Blaketag Sorbing, P.O. Box 223,
Memphis, Tenn.. 38101.

NO DOWN PAYMENT
OR CLOSING COST TO G.I.
1545-1547 Mablewood, near Dullswood and Chew:,s. Mr, W. Si.
. traiDWIN
2-6
jackr071:045R
REALTORS
327-5636
Poplar Plana

L

FOR SALE: Jeeps $64.50. boats 56.18,
.ypewriters 54.15, airplanes $72 20,
autos, farm tractors. and many others
too mime..ul to mention. Direct from
U.B. Government. For complste directory where to buy In your Rate, send
$1.00. or $1.75 for national directory
to 14Iaketag Surplus. P O. Box 223.
Idemphic Tenn., 30101.

CO..

Special Services
Lee Family Day Care

1663 NETHERWOOD
100 PER CENT G. I.
NOTES $102.00
Absolutely more for the money in
this lovely brick Tri-Flax home
with hardwood Gs. 220 wiring,
Large basement over 1800 sq feet.
Carport and garage.
Upatalm A pts Private eat. One of the lovely
homes in Glenview. already appraised at $13,500.
HOME PLUS INCilME
CALL TO SEE
W. TRADE
Crit Carrie • (a. Realtors. 1028
N. Holloway. Mak Knight..
Call to see office number home685-6039. Oiflee 327-4180.

942-4523
(ARSON VAN SERVITE
Move, ti price. 308-4237 or 397-2610.

PEST

•

EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

El. G.I. MOVE IN
NlYTE: $64
1732 PRESTON
Two larger Bedrooms
14-W Carpet in 1. R. • Hall.
Modern Kitrhen.
Tile Bath
Storm Doers.
Window Guard,
Floored A ti
Metal Awning.
Garbage storage.
Fenced Yard.
Ex eellent lot. Shoo n by at11,11intmeat. Mr. Wm. Evrett. 458-3809.
JoHN B. GOODWIN 1,0.
REALTORS
327.6636
Poplar 'lard

"WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES

PH. FA 7-6033

Buy Bonds

ATHAN'S

N

LOAN

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 $ 1711 REAL STREET JA 6-5300
LOAN OFFICE
IN
EPSTE
162-164-168 BEALE ST.

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL

Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL

JA 6-14.50

